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     ABSTRACT 
                     
 
This study sets out to explore the challenges faced by grade 9 educators in the 


implementation of Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) in Maleboho East Circuit in 


Limpopo Province in view of the role played by this new education approach in 


the government’s agenda for social transformation. The study is mainly 


exploratory in design and has been undertaken within a qualitative framework. 


Thus, the study does not purport to come with explanations of cause and effect 


relations. It only explores the challenges that impact on successful 


implementation of the OBE approach.  


 


The research results show that the OBE approach is not effectively implemented 


in schools, due to inadequate teacher training, limited or little support to 


educators in their classroom practice, overcrowded classes and poor working 


conditions of educators. There is a need for a multi-dimensional approach that 


aims to address not only deficiencies in training, but also to impact on the 


attitudinal changes of educators. 
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CHAPTER 1: ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY 
 
1.1. Introduction 
South Africa is one of the most unequally structured countries in terms of 


educational attainment, skills, employment opportunities and income between 


different racial and ethnic groups. This can be traced back to the impact of the 


past discriminatory education system. The curriculum, particularly as determined 


by the Bantu Education Act 47 of 1953, played a powerful role in reinforcing the 


inequality (Department of Education 2002a:4). According to Nkabinde (1997:6-9), 


Bantu Education aimed at negative social engineering and racial discrimination.   


 


Today, the post apartheid democratic government is faced with the challenges to 


redress the apartheid legacy and reconstruct and transform society through an 


education system that promotes equity, equality, redress, and social and cultural 


empowerment. The White Paper on Education and Training emphasizes the 


need for appropriate education and training to empower people to participate 


effectively in all processes of democratic society, economic activity, community 


life, and help to build a nation free of race, gender and every other form of 


discrimination (DOE, 1995:56). Among the dearth of many programmatic policies 


and interventions, education was seen as a critical and powerful tool to bring 


about systematic and paradigmatic change within a transformative framework. 


This role of education in transformation has been widely acknowledged by many 


countries and international institutions. For instance, the United Nations 


Education, Science and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) holds the view that:  


         “ Education should be a means to empower children and adults alike to  


become active participants in the transformation of their societies.  


Learning should also focus on the values, attitudes and behaviors which  


enable individuals to learn to live together in a world characterized by  


diversity and pluralism” (UNESCO 2004: http://www.unesco.org/...).  
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In an article titled Education for Social Transformation Nayar (2004: 


http://www.medind.nic….), asserts that education is a positive force in building 


peaceful communities in a rapidly changing world. He concludes that education is 


“not merely narrow or limited to classroom experiences but, a holistic and 


experiential learning aimed at social transformation”. 


 


Karlsson (2000: http://www.ioe.ac.uk...) states that the ‘post-apartheid education 


agenda aspires to contribute to social transformation for equity and democracy’. 


This position is in line with the objectives of UNESCO’s Convention against 


Discrimination in Education whereby states are enjoined to adopt immediate 


measures in favour of equality in education and linking the concept of education 


directly to Human Rights. Thus, the post-apartheid democratic government 


introduced the Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) system in schools through 


Curriculum 2005 (C2005) as a tool for social change and lifelong learning in 


1998. The rationale for the new Curriculum lies in the need to redress the 


historical inequalities and reconstruct society within a transformative framework 


for the Curriculum to reflect the values and principles of a new democratic 


society. This Curriculum strives to achieve a South African vision of a 


“prosperous, truly united, democratic and internationally competitive country with 


literate, creative and critical citizens leading self-fulfilled lives in a country free of 


violence, discrimination and prejudice” (DOE, 1997:1). 


  


After reviewing the implementation of the Curriculum 2005, the Ministerial 


Review Committee on C2005 made recommendations that led to the amended 


Revised National Curriculum Statement (RNCS). This transformational and 


developmental OBE system, as embraced in the RNCS policy document, 


describes the kinds of learners and educators envisaged (DOE, 2002a:5-11). 


The RNCS is linked with the new National Curriculum Statement (NCS). The 


stated critical and developmental outcomes describe the skills and competencies 


expected of the learners exiting the education system. This study is concerned 


with the degree to which educators suddenly had to adapt their instructional 
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strategies to achieve the transformational goals for development and help to 


produce lifelong learners with the competencies embraced in the critical 


outcomes. Since it appears that the implementation programme did not run 


according to the initial plan, the research is therefore, intended to explore the 


challenges related to the slow pace of implementation.  


 


 


1.2. Statement of the problem 
The implementation of the OBE Curriculum did not run according to the initial 


plan, that is, between 1998 and 2003 (DOE, 1997:19). Whereas there has been 


overwhelming support by educators for the principles and purposes of OBE and 


recognition of the role of schools in assisting to achieve the wider goals of social 


justice, equity and development, the Ministerial Review Committee notes that 


there is the perception that schools are not assisting in either creating new social 


values (to overrun the legacy of apartheid) or the skilled population that the 


country requires in order to compete globally (Review Report 2000: 1). 


 


In an answer to the Financial Mail during the media briefing on Social Cluster 2, 


the Education Minister, Naledi Pandor, complements this position by stating that 


it is not only the needs of labour but also entrepreneurship that are not being met 


(Pandor 2004: http://www.pmg.org.za/...). It seems the introduction of the OBE 


Curriculum in the context of educators trained under the Bantu education system 


raises some challenges that impact on the slow pace of implementation. It is not 


clear whether this slow pace is due to the resistance of educators to change or 


the educators’ difficulty in understanding OBE and also in translating it into their 


teaching practice and methods. On the other hand, the challenges may be 


related to the availability or non-availability of the necessary resources and the 


nature of training and support required for the successful implementation of OBE. 


Therefore, the study intends to explore the challenges faced by educators in the 


implementation of OBE. 
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1.3. Motivation for the study 
In the first year of OBE implementation in Grade 9, many learners failed the 


grade to the extent that the former Minister of Education, Prof. K. Asmal issued a 


directive that the failed learners be promoted to Grade 10. In that year (1999) 


and subsequent years learners were not issued out with the General Education 


and Training Certificate as initially planned (DOE, 1997: 6). The failure rate 


relating to the externally-set examinations (Common Task Assessments) in 


Grade 9 are still at high levels. In the media briefing for the Social Cluster 2, the 


current Minister of Education; Naledi Pandor, admitted she ‘was lost as to why 


the new methodology leads to poor educational practices which in turn lead to 


poor educational outcomes’ (Pandor 2004: http://www.pmg.org.za/...).  


 


Yet, it seems things are not being done differently to address this situation of 


high failure rates. Therefore, if learners are made to exit the education system 


with this poor training, this will impact negatively on the development efforts of 


the country in terms of the transformation agenda. Given this situation, the 


researcher was prompted to explore what actually happens in schools in terms of 


the challenges faced by educators in the OBE implementation process. In a 


number of conversations held with educators, the majority expressed and still 


expresses concerns and problems about the implementation of the OBE 


curriculum.  As Jacobs notes, it seems mechanisms have not been created to 


monitor and evaluate the implementation of Curriculum 2005 (Jacobs, in Lemmer 


1999:121). The study explores whether the implementation of the OBE approach 


in the classroom is done in a way that actually achieves the stated learning 


(critical and developmental) outcomes. 


 
1.4. Aim of the study 
The study aims to investigate how the OBE approach is implemented in Grades 


9 of Maleboho-East schools and what challenges are faced by educators in the 


implementation process. 
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1.5. Objectives of the study 
The major objectives of the study are: 


• To examine and explore the concept of OBE and its role in contributing to 


the transformation agenda of the government; 


• To determine the extent of training and support received by educators in 


the implementation of OBE, in view of its centrality in the transformation of 


the South African society. 


• To examine and assess the existing conditions and practices in schools; 


• To examine how OBE is being operationalised in terms of the strategies 


used, and how learners are affected by the way it is being applied; 


• To investigate the challenges and constraints faced by Grade 9 educators 


in the implementation of OBE approach to teaching and learning; and 


• To determine the effect of the application of OBE approach on learners. 


 


  


1.6. Research questions 
In order to achieve the stated aim and objectives, the following questions were 


posed as key focus areas for the research: 


• What is the concept of OBE and how is it understood by the educators 


within the transformation context? 


•  How is the OBE approach being currently implemented in terms of 


strategies that are used and what constraints are faced by the educators?  


• What is the nature and extent of training and support received by 


educators from within and outside the school? 


•  What mechanisms (i.e. practices and conditions) have been put in place 


to monitor and evaluate the implementation of OBE?  


• How are learners affected by the way in which the OBE approach is 


applied?  
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1.7. Significance of the study 
The findings of the envisaged study would be significant in a number of ways. It 


is hoped that the findings could bring insights on areas that need to be attended 


to in order to ensure successful implementation of the curriculum even in higher 


grades (i.e., Grades 10-12). The research findings could also enrich and 


contribute to the field of educational practice by adding to knowledge and 


information on OBE. This will be specifically important in conscientizing members 


of the community of the challenges in the education system and helping them to 


reflect on how they can best be involved to support teaching and learning. It is 


further hoped that the Department of Education could find the study useful in 


terms of enhancing its policies and strategies toward more effective 


implementation of OBE. 


 


1.8. Definition of Concepts 
Assessment 
Although there are various definitions of assessment, recent definitions generally 


view it as a continuous process that leads to decision-making (McMillan 1997, 


DOE undated, SAQA, 1999:6). According to Oliver (2000:3), assessment is a 


cyclic process that not only monitors the learner’s progress, but also assists the 


learner in making progress. This study adopts the definition used by the Northern 


Province (DOE, 2001: 26), which defines assessment as “the process of 


gathering sufficient evidence of a learner’s progress towards achieving the stated 


goals on an ongoing basis, recording and reporting on the level of performance 


of learning”. This is because the preferred definition captures the core elements 


of OBE approach, namely; learning as an ongoing process, learner progression, 


and the focus on achieving learning goals. 


 
Continuous Assessment (CASS) 
Continuous assessment is an ongoing everyday process that finds out what a 


learner knows, understands, values and can do, provides information that is used 


to support a learner’s development and enables improvements to be made in the 
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teaching and learning process (Northern Province DOE, 2001:26). CASS is 


viewed as a strategy that bases decisions about learning on a range of different 


assessment activities and events that happen at different times throughout the 


learning process (Coetzee-van Rooy & Serfontein 2001). These activities depend 


not only on tests and examinations but also “rely on learners’ portfolios, self and 


peer assessment, projects, and a range of other methods to measure 


achievements of outcomes” (DOE, 1997:13). 


 
Curriculum 
According to Lemmer (1999:97) and Lemmer and Badenhost (1997:259), the 


word curriculum comes from the Latin verb ‘currere’, which means the running of 


a race. The race is run on the educational track under the leadership of a teacher 


on the way to adulthood (Carl, 2002:35). Welton (in Sayed and Jansen, 


2001:200) describes curriculum as all arrangements that schools make for 


effective learning. Although curriculum can have many possibilities of meanings 


(i.e., content, subject matter, teaching and learning activities and experiences, 


etc), several authors apply the definition used by Marsh (1997). According to 


Marsh (1997:5), “curriculum is an interrelated set of plans and experiences that a 


learner completes under the guidance of a school or learning institution”. This is 


the definition that will be adopted in this study because the notion of ‘interrelated 


set’ implies the inclusion of various elements such as the content, aims, 


outcomes and objectives of education, teaching and learning strategies, forms of 


assessment, etc. 


 


Educator 
The Education Law and Policy Handbook (1999:2A-4) defines an educator as 


any person, excluding a person who is appointed to exclusively perform 


extramural duties, who teaches, educates or trains other persons, or who 


provides professional educational services, including professional therapy and 


educational psychological services at a school. In this study, quoted texts that 


use the word ‘teacher’ must be construed to refer to the ‘educator’. 
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Learner 
The Education Law and Policy Handbook (1999:2A-4) defines a learner as any 


person receiving education or obliged to receive education in terms of South 


African Schools Act 84 of 1996. In this study, the word ‘learners’ and ‘students’ 


are used interchangeably because some of the quoted texts use the latter. 


 


Learning Area 
It refers to the combination and integration of kindred subjects or branches of 


knowledge into a single, broader field (Jacobs, Vakalisa & Gawe, 2004:65). Carl 


(2002:116) describes a learning area as a new group of related knowledge, skills, 


contents, concepts, values and attitudes that replace the old school subjects. 


Although learning areas have different names, they offer the learning matter in an 


integrated and focused manner rather than as separate fields of knowledge. 


 


Learning Outcome 
It is a description of what knowledge, skills and values learners should acquire, 


demonstrate and be able to do at the end of the General Education and Training 


band. Learning outcomes are derived from the critical and developmental 


outcomes (DOE, 2002a:14) and they describe what the learner should know and 


be able to do (Carl, 2002:117).  


 
Learning Programmes 
They are structured and systematic arrangements of activities that promote the 


attainment of learning outcomes and assessment standards for the phase. They 


specify the scope of learning and assessment activities per phase (DOE, 


2002a:15).  


 
Outcomes-Based Education (OBE) 
OBE is defined as a learner-centred approach that puts emphasis on what the 


learner wants to achieve and on what the learner should be able to know, 


understand, to do and to become (Northern Province DOE, 2001:5). According to 
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Jacobs et al. (2004:57), OBE is an approach to teaching and learning that 


requires a shift from teacher input through syllabuses to the focus on learning 


outcomes. These outcomes are based on useful or essential things that students 


are able to achieve at the end of their education process. Spady (1994:1) views 


OBE as meaning clearly focusing and organizing everything in an educational 


system around what is essential for all students to be able to successfully 


demonstrate at the end of their learning experiences. This implies that the 


emphasis is on both the content and the process of learning (educational 


outcomes) as well as the centrality of the learner. Therefore, in this study 


outcomes-based education is considered to be an activity-based, outcomes-


centred and learner-centred approach to teaching and learning. 


 


1.9. Limitations of the study 
Although every effort was taken to make research results credible, the study may 


have limitations in respect of the following factors: 


• First, the study is exploratory and thus the views expressed are only those 


of the respondents who have been subjected to the study. In addition, the 


study focused mainly on Grade 9 educators only, while there are other 


role-players such as the learners, parents, school administrators and 


departmental officials, who directly or indirectly impact on the teaching-


learning process under the new curriculum. Second, the sparseness of the 


area under study restricted the researcher to sample a limited number of 


respondents (i.e., 50% of the study population). This sample size 


restricted the researcher to generalize the findings to the rest of the 


population. Finally, the commitment of participating educators to their work 


would restrict the time available to them to attend to the research 


demands. 


• Some programme personnel may fear that information generated by the 


programme could shed a negative light on their individual performances. 


In certain instances, principals were not free to talk more about some of 


the aspects of the research. 
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• Power imbalance between the researcher and some of the respondents, 


particularly learners, was also seen to be a limitation. Consequently, the 


researcher had to adopt a participatory methodology that might reduce 


power differentials. This included putting on a school uniform similar to 


that of learners and also sitting and mingling with them on equal level. 


• Some of the respondents, particularly principals, felt a bit unease on some 


of the questions. Therefore, in some cases and where necessary, the 


researcher allowed the respondents (particularly principals) to fill in some 


parts of the questionnaire and validity was checked through a triangulation 


with the documentary and observation data. 


 


Despite these limitations, it is hoped that the responses that were received reflect 


the unbiased experiences of respondents because they were briefed on ethical 


matters and of their roles in the research process. Some of the issues raised by 


this study point to areas of weaknesses that need further research and 


appropriate interventions through creative strategies. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 


 


2.1. Introduction 
There are many variants of outcomes-based education (OBE) practiced in many 


parts of the world, mainly in developed countries. The propensity of variations on 


OBE led to three broad categories of the traditional, the transitional and the 


transformational versions of OBE (Spady 1994:2).  This propensity of variation is 


related to the contested nature of the debate around the origin of OBE. Despite 


the contests and the controversies on the origin of OBE, many educationists 


agree that the concept is not totally new. Darling (1994:6-31) traces this learning 


approach to the child-centred approach of the legendary Rousseau.  


 


On the other hand, Killen (2000a:xi) makes the controversy no less easy when 


he traces this child-centred approach from earlier works on educational 


objectivism, through the competency-based education, the mastery learning and 


the discovery learning or the inquiry learning and the criterion-referenced 


assessment. Killen (2000b:5) also refers to Spady’s (1998) work describing how 


OBE was developed from a systematic application of a number of educational 


ideas that have been part of educational practice over many years. Similarly, 


Kraak (in Jansen and Christie, 1999:57) and Crain (1997: 


http://www.findarticles.com...) share the view that OBE evolved from some 


learning models such as the competency-based teaching and the mastery 


learning. As a reaction to the changing job markets in the United States in the 


late 1960s, the competency-based movement was premised on the integration of 


outcome goals, instructional experiences and assessment devices.  


 


The mastery learning movement was initiated by an American psychologist, 


Benjamin Bloom, whose work was premised on the belief that all learners are 


able to master the desired outcomes if educators reorganize the time and 


instructional parameters in which learning occurs. These premises have been 


integrated into the transformational OBE version propagated by Spady (1994:11-
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20), and it is this version that appeared to be attractive to the South African 


education curriculum developers. 


  


Kraak (in Jansen and Christie, 1999:38) mentions three historical antecedents of 


outcomes based education and training in South Africa. These are competency-


based modular training and education in South African industry, adoption of 


Australian and British ‘outcomes’ models and resurrection of People’s Education. 


Educational outcomes, which are designed by SAQA through a democratic 


process, compare well with those of the developed countries such as Australia, 


New Zealand, United States and the United Kingdom (Lungu, in Sayed & 


Jansen, 2001:96). This ensures that South African learners, who graduate from 


the OBE system, can compete globally and live up to the demands of the rapidly 


changing social and economic life in the modern world. Therefore, Lungu (in 


Sayed and Jansen 2001:96) and Elliot (2005: http://www.saqa.org.za/main...) 


agree that Curriculum 2005 of South Africa was influenced by the OBE policies 


and practices in advanced countries such as the United States, Britain, New 


Zealand and Australia. However, Jansen (in Jansen and Christie, 1999:10-16), 


argues that the meaning, rationale and origins of the South African version of 


OBE are shrouded in controversy. Therefore, the meaning of OBE depends 


essentially in the context within which it is used. 


    


In the South African context the adoption of OBE in South Africa can best be 


understood within the broad context of the country’s agenda for social 


transformation and more specifically, the need for transformation of the education 


system. Hence, the transformational version of OBE that emphasizes a shift from 


the traditional aims-and-objectives approach to outcomes-based education 


(DOE,1997:1, 31) was adopted. This shift signifies transformation from the past 


discriminatory tendencies associated with the ill-fated past Bantu education 


system.  
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2.2. Understanding the concept of Outcomes-Based Education 
(OBE) 
An understanding of the concept, principles and premises or assumptions of the 


outcomes-based education approach is a prerequisite for its successful 


implementation. Killen (2000b:10), asserts that OBE requires teachers with a 


very thorough understanding of what they are teaching, and the insight to relate 


the taught subject matter to other learning areas. He emphasizes that “[it] is just 


not possible to take an integrated outcomes approach to teaching if you do not 


have a deep understanding of what you are teaching”. Maree and Fraser 


(2004:4-5), quote Spady as saying that the “purposes of OBE will be achieved if 


educators apply the principles consistently, systematically, creatively and 


simultaneously”. In reference to the South African context, Vally and Spreen (in 


Jansen and Christie, 1999:452), point out that educators assume greater 


responsibility under the new curriculum framework to structure learning outcomes 


and create classroom environments supportive of learning that achieves these 


outcomes. In addition, Oliver (1999:7), points out that the correct understanding 


of what the NQF envisages and how it is constructed is crucial to its successful 


development and implementation.  


 


Therefore, educators need to understand the curriculum framework as a whole 


and should be experts in the content, concept and skills outcomes of each 


Learning Programme at each level and grade. They should also master the 


design of Learning Programmes in a way to ensure integration and progression 


of concepts, content and skills outcomes in the learning arena. This is because 


the design of curriculum and assessment lies with educators (Malcolm, in Jansen 


and Christie 1999:84) and the job is not defined by the mere “delivery of 


information and carrying out some kind of assessment” (SAQA, 2000b: 


http://www.theta.org.za/...). 


 


Whereas the success of OBE implementation is centrally dependent on the 


quality of teachers; their content knowledge, their familiarity with different 
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teaching methods, and their access to learning programmes and textbooks, the 


Ministerial Review Committee on Curriculum 2005 (Chapter 2) found that 


educators had shallow understanding of the OBE concept. Furthermore, Welton 


(in Sayed and Jansen 2001:180), observed that “many teachers, as change 


agents, are suffering from innovation overload”. Besides the educators’ shallow 


understanding of OBE, it is often reported that the educators who trained under 


the Bantu education system were poorly trained (Hindle, in Lewin, Samuel and 


Sayed, 2003:331). This would imply that those educators will also be of poor 


quality and thus have difficulties in implementing the OBE approach and 


consequently, the non-achievability of transformation goals. In addition, Killen 


(2000b:4), observed that not all educators are in favour of the outcomes-based 


system.  


 


On the other hand, the Policy Overview on Revised National Curriculum 


Statement, Grades R-9 (DOE, 2002a:9), clearly states that the National 


Curriculum Statement envisions teachers who are qualified, competent, 


dedicated and caring and who will be able to fulfill the various roles outlined in 


the Norms and Standards for Educators of 2000. This contradictory situation has 


serious consequences on the implementation of the curriculum as well as the 


attainment of outcomes by learners because teachers bear a huge responsibility 


of implementing the outcomes-based system by initiating, developing and 


managing the learning process. Consequently, the process of social 


transformation would be adversely affected if the stated critical learning 


outcomes are not achieved.  


 


2.2.1. The concept of ‘Outcomes-Based Education’ 
OBE is defined as a learner-centred approach that puts emphasis on what the 


learner wants to achieve and on what the learner should be able to know, 


understand, to do and to become (Northern Province DOE, 2001:5). Killen 


(2000b:14), asserts that OBE is about a shift from teacher-centred approaches to 


learner-centred approaches with the focus being on the learner’s role in the 
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learning process, for teaching is only teaching if learners learn. This is because it 


is the learner who has to demonstrate required capabilities, skills understanding 


and competencies. Stuter (1996: http://www.learn-usa.com...), refers to OBE as 


also performance-based education that calls for a shift in paradigm ‘from content 


to process in which a child is called upon to demonstrate what he knows and can 


do’ against established standards. It is a shift in teaching-learning methodology 


and purpose whereby success is measured in terms of progress towards the 


achievement of learning outcomes. According to Jacobs et al. (2004:57), OBE is 


an approach to teaching and learning that requires a shift from teacher input 


through syllabuses to the focus on learning outcomes.  


 


Spady (1994:1), views OBE as meaning clearly focusing and organizing 


everything in an educational system around what is essential for all students to 


be able to do successfully at the end of their learning experiences. This can be 


possible through a consistent, focused, systematic and creative implementation 


of the principles of outcomes-based education. The results of education process 


have to be seen in the clearly defined capabilities of the learner (SAQA, 2000b: 


http://www.theta.org.za/...). This means that the mastery of the outcomes by the 


learner is verifiable over both the short and long terms through the administration 


of various assessment methods, instruments and tools. Spady and Schlebusch 


(1999:31-35), mention the following four principles of OBE which are deemed to 


provide the basic framework on how the approach is to be operationalized.  


 


Clarity of focus on outcomes: This most fundamental and important principle 


means that educators must have a clear focus on what their learners should 


ultimately be able to successfully demonstrate or do. Learners should be made 


aware of what is expected of them and how their performance will be assessed 


against clearly-stated outcomes.  


  


Design back or backward mapping: It implies educators must begin their 


curriculum and learning design by first deciding, preferably with learners and the 
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community, what outcomes or results (abilities, skills, knowledge and attitudes) 


are to be addressed. All activities should be planned around what outcomes are 


expected, how assessment will be conducted and what class activities will help in 


the realization of the expected outcomes. 


 


High expectations: The principle means that teachers must establish high, 


challenging standards of performance to assist learners to reach their full 


potential and learn the skills for continuous improvement. Learners should be 


assisted to perform to the best of their abilities, each at his or her pace. The 


stated outcomes have to be structured in such a way that is possible for all 


learners to achieve them, albeit at different paces and periods.  


 


Expanded opportunities: It means that teachers and school personnel must do 


everything possible to keep open opportunities for continued learning and 


improvement to all learners. In order for learners to be all successful, they are 


given multiple opportunities to learn and demonstrate their achievement of 


outcomes. Therefore, learners should be provided with a variety of activities and 


tasks to afford them an extended or expanded scope of achievement. Regarding 


assessment, Coetzee-van Rooy and Serfontein (2001:http://tutor.petech.ac.za...), 


point out that different types should be used to afford all learners different 


opportunities to be assessed in different ways. 


 


These principles are not only applicable in the design of learning experiences but 


also in the management of assessment processes. OBE is basically a learner-


centred, results-oriented and activity-based approach to education that puts 


emphasis on the outcomes or results of teaching and learning. However, Killen 


(2000b: 5), points out that some educators seem to object to the notion of pre-


description of learning outcomes. These principles imply that the OBE approach 


is integrative in that learning outcomes are addressed holistically. The OBE 


system is premised on the following assumptions as expressed by Spady and 


Schlebusch (1999:29) and integrated into the South African version OBE:  
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• All learners can learn and succeed, but not at the same pace and in the 


same way.  


• Successful learning promotes more successful learning.  


• Schools control the conditions and opportunities of success. The last point 


implies that educators can only help learners to succeed if they 


themselves are well prepared. In a nutshell, the success of learning can 


be realized through the achievement of learning outcomes in a way that 


can be demonstrated. 


Since it has been pointed out that the success of OBE depends on its thorough 


understanding and implementation, it implies that poor understanding, training 


and preparation on the side of educators will lead to negative learning results. On 


the one hand, it is assumed that in the OBE system “there is no such a thing as 


failure, only feedback and results” (Killen, 2000b:22). As Killen (2000b:9) opines, 


one of the negative consequences is that students who are not successful in the 


early stages of their education often remain unsuccessful for their whole school 


career. Therefore, it could be argued that if the learner does not achieve the 


specified outcome or competence but is allowed to proceed to higher grades on 


the assumption that he or she collected the needed credits, then the concept of 


levels of achievement towards qualification becomes meaningless. 


 


2.2.2. The concept of OBE in the South African context 
In South Africa, the outcomes-based education approach to teaching can be best 


understood by understanding the relationship between the South African 


Qualifications Authority (SAQA), the National Qualification Framework (NQF) and  


Curriculum 2005. The South African Qualifications Authority is a body created in 


terms of the South African Qualification Authority Act 58 of 1995. The SAQA is 


responsible for the development, monitoring, maintaining and implementation of 


the NQF (Oliver, 1998:4). The NQF provides for an outcomes-based education 


system in that it sets a systematic framework for organizing the education and 


training system around the notion of outcomes. The NQF is a coordinating 
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structure and mechanism established to respond to the highly fragmented 


system of education and training (Crain 1997: http://www.findarticles.com...). 


 


The processes of NQF focus on the setting of standards and assuring the quality 


of achievements of learners (SAQA 2000a: http://www.saqa.org.za/show...). The 


unit standards express defined learning outcomes which, in turn, are derived 


from the critical and developmental outcomes. On the basis of this framework, an 


education system that is based on outcomes becomes essential, hence the OBE 


system. OBE, as an approach to education, is a vehicle to deliver the critical 


outcomes defined in the NQF, whereas Curriculum 2005 was developed as a 


vehicle to deliver an outcomes-based education system. This link introduces the 


importance of OBE within the broad context of social transformation. The 


transformative critical outcomes are embraced within the C2005 which has been 


subsequently revised through the Revised National Curriculum Statement (RNCS 


Grades R-9) and the National Curriculum Statement (NCS Grades 10-12). All 


learning outcomes are derived from the critical and developmental outcomes that 


are inspired by the Constitution (DOE, 1997:14).  


 


Critical outcomes are defined as the broad, generic and cross-curricular 


outcomes that ensure that learners gain the skills, knowledge and values that will 


allow them to succeed as individuals in their families, community and the nation 


as a whole (DOE, 1997:15). In the South African context, the transformational 


OBE learning and teaching aims to achieve the following critical outcomes: 


• Identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical and creative 


thinking; 


• Work effectively with others as members of a team, group, organization 


and community; 


• Organize and manage themselves and their activities responsibly and 


effectively; 


• Collect, analyze, organize and critically evaluate information; 
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• Communicate effectively using visual, symbolic and/or language skills in 


various modes; 


• Use science and technology effectively and critically showing 


responsibility towards the environment and the health of others; and 


• Demonstrate an understanding of the world as a set of related systems by 


recognizing that problem solving contexts do not exist in isolation. 
 


The related developmental outcomes require learners who are able to: 


• Reflect and explore a variety of strategies to learn more effectively; 


• Participate as responsible citizens in the life of local, national and global 


communities; 


• Be culturally and aesthetically sensitive across a range of social contexts; 


• Explore educational and career opportunities; and 


• Develop entrepreneurial opportunities (DOE, 2003: 2). 


 


Since critical outcomes are the same within all Learning Areas, the more 


detailed, finer learning outcomes and assessment standards are prescribed for 


each Learning Area (SAQA 2000b:http://www.theta.org.za/...). The prescription of 


assessment standards guides the learning process in that the achievement of the 


stated learning outcomes can be effectively monitored and evaluated through 


various forms of assessment and on a continuous basis (DOE, 1997:33). 


Therefore, assessment is an integral part of the learning process for the 


achievement of outcomes. Bellis (2005: http://www.saqa.org.za/show...), states 


that continuous assessment ought to provide fair opportunity for progress and 


achievement. 


 


Against the background sketched above, the following contradictions have been 


noted. Killen (2000b:13) and Isaacs (in Sayed and Jansen, 2001:131), 


acknowledge that breaking with the past is hard (difficult) for teachers. 


Furthermore, there is a common observation among authors that OBE arrived 


with haste in South Africa (Malcolm, in Sayed and Jansen 2001, Kihato: 
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http://www.cps.org.za/... and Naptosa: http://www.naptosa.org.za/...). There was 


no piloting (Kihato) and no attempt to test, even in a limited way, the feasibility of 


policies being developed, or the pace of change that was possible with teachers. 


Lungu (in Sayed and Jansen, 2001:97) notes that press reports have indicated 


that a large section of teachers had problems with Curriculum 2005, largely due 


top the lack of training in OBE and the threatening policy of teacher 


rationalization. Nkabinde (1997:39) observed that it is often found that educators, 


even within the same school, work in isolation from each other. However, OBE 


approach calls for a paradigmatic shift and makes it necessary for educators to 


work collaboratively with other teachers in related fields because it is no longer 


possible for teachers to work as individuals in constructing their Learning 


Programmes (Motala, Vally and Modiba, in Chisholm et al. 2003:616). Educators 


are given huge responsibilities to use the Learning Programmes to develop and 


implement curriculum at school level (DOE, 1997:3).  


 


On one hand, the Review Committee (Chapter 2), found that in many cases 


educators rarely referred to the Learning Programme Guidelines in their lesson 


preparations. On the other hand, the application of OBE approach requires 


thoroughly prepared teachers and learning is seen as incomplete if it is merely 


through the delivery of information and carrying out some kind of assessment 


(Killen 2000b:14, 22). The centrality of competence or mastery of the learning 


outcomes cannot be overemphasized. In a nutshell, learning is only meaningful if 


it points or helps towards the achievement of the expected results or outcomes. 


For this to happen, educators need to change the ways in which the work is 


presented to learners. In addition, educators have to take the necessary 


paradigm shift in order to close the gap between policy and practice. Yet 


educators seem to have had problems with the new teaching approach. 


 


2.3. Relationship between OBE and transformation 
In a global context, the vision for sustainable development is a world where 


everyone has the opportunity to benefit from quality education and learn the 
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values, behaviours, and lifestyle required for sustainable future and for positive 


social transformation. Chapter 36 of Agenda 21 emphatically acknowledged that 


education is critical for promoting sustainable development and improving the 


capacities of people to address environmental and development issues. The 


central role of education in development is captured in the educational goals set 


in the Millennium Development Goals, the World Declaration on Education for All 


and the Education for All Dakar Framework for Action. The Dakar meeting (in 


2000), was a follow-up to the 1990 Jomtien World Declaration on Education for 


All where states committed their governments to “education that includes 


learning to know, to do, to live together and education geared to tapping each 


individual’s talents and potential, and developing learners so that they can 


improve their lives and transform society” (http://www.childlabournepal). In order 


to enhance the participation of all people in a global world, education needs to be 


of high quality, based on recognized and measurable learning outcomes, offer 


lifelong learning opportunities and promote equity. It is these goals that are 


enshrined in international conventions that inform the formulation of education 


outcomes that have a bearing on the role of education in development and 


transformation in the South African context. The Dakar Forum was held when 


South Africa had been implementing the OBE approach in schools for only about 


two years.  
     
In South Africa, the White Paper on Education and Training (1995), sets the 


basis for an integrated systemic change in education and training. The new 


education system aims to redress the historical imbalances associated with the 


legacy of apartheid whereby the provision of education was characterized by 


discrimination, racial bias and gross inequality in terms of access to education 


resources. Problems of the past education system were deeply-rooted and 


widespread to the extent that they impacted negatively on teaching practice and 


student learning (SAQA 2000b: http://www.theta.org.za/...). The post apartheid 


challenge was to ensure that South African learners should acquire requisite 
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knowledge, values and skills which will, in turn, “provide the conditions for greater 


social justice and development” (Meyer: http://www.astd.co.za/...).  


Carl (2002:26), adds that “the realization of equality, democracy, freedom, peace 


and justice are necessary elements for the successful implementation of life-long 


learning”. Another challenge is to become globally competitive by providing the 


platform for developing knowledge, skills and competencies to promote 


innovation, social development and economic growth for the 21st century. The 


contents of the White Paper were strongly influenced by the ANC’s agenda for 


social transformation and the ideals of the People’s Education wherein social 


transformation should promote individual and national liberation and 


development. Therefore, change in the curriculum became inevitable part of the 


transformation process as evidenced by the avalanche of legislative policies and 


proposals on the new education system. The National Education Policy Act of 


1996 sets the stage for the transformation of education through the system that 


will achieve the following objectives: 


• Redress the past injustices in educational provision; 


• Contribute to the eradication of poverty and economic wellbeing of society; 


• Advance the democratic transformation of society; 


• Combat racism and sexism and all other forms of unfair discrimination and 


tolerance; and 


• Protect and advance our diverse cultures (RSA: Act 27 of 1996). 


 


The development of the new curriculum, termed Curriculum 2005 (C2005), was 


based on the concept of outcomes-based education which is aligned with the 


National Qualifications Framework (NQF). The NQF, in turn, is aligned with the 


Government’s RDP as a key element of human resource development strategy. 


This indicates that education and training is integrated within the broad 


framework of transformation and development. In a transformative context, Elliot 


(2005: http://www.saqa.org.za/...) notes that the NQF should be “a vehicle for the 


eradication of unjustness, the achievement of reconstruction and development 


goals, transformation, and the promotion of quality in education and training”.  
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According to Jacobs (in Lemmer, 1999:109, 115), curriculum developers and 


implementers recognize that educational practices are closely linked to human 


values and the creation of a ‘good’ society by promoting individual and social 


liberation. The former involves cultivation of personal values such as positive 


self-esteem, independence, motivation responsibility and self-realisation while 


the latter provides for equitable access to goods and services without any form of 


discrimination. The SAQA (1995) states that the NQF has been created to 


address inequality through inappropriate social uses of qualifications that 


permitted the delivery of education and training that lacked quality and that 


prevented adequate participation in education and training decision-making by 


important stakeholders (SAQA, 2000b: http://www.theta.org.za/...). As such, 


outcomes-based education is primarily about systemic change; that is; it is about 


changing how the system works including training activities that occur within a 


system.   


 


The Policy Overview on Revised National Curriculum Statement, Grades R-9 


(DOE, 2002: 8-12), states that the “curriculum aims to develop the full potential of 


each learner as a citizen of a democratic South Africa and to enable to 


participate fully in the economic and social life through lifelong learning. It also 


seeks to create a lifelong learner who is confident and independent, literate, 


numerate and multi-skilled, compassionate, with respect for the environment and 


the ability to participate in society as a critical and active citizen”. These intended 


goals are usually captured within the broad statements of umbrella outcomes, 


called critical outcomes, which relate to growth and development.  


 


However, Jansen (in Jansen and Christie, 1999:155) argues that, from the 


international study, there is no correlation between OBE approach and 


development. On the other hand, Rasool (in Jansen and Christie, 1999:173) 


counters that the fact that no studies correlated OBE to development does not 


mean that a correlation does not, in fact, exist. Regardless of whatever position 


one takes, it is imperative to enquire whether the identified critical outcomes are 
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adequately achieved when learners exit the Senior Phase (Grade 9). If the 


outcomes are not adequately addressed then it means a solid foundation for 


disaster shall have been laid and educational attainment is in vain. 


 
2.4. Current practices and conditions in schools 
Mahomed (in Jansen and Christie 1999:161), of Gauteng Institute for Curriculum 


Development notes that the goals of the current education system are not being 


achieved. These goals are high quality education for all, and the acquisition and 


production of the necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes for production 


processes, citizenship and creativity.  


 


The environment and the conditions prevailing in schools and the manner in 


which the education system is managed have a direct impact on the learning 


process of the learners. According to Nkabinde (1997:153), the environment has 


to be pleasant, warm and supportive of teaching. This statement relates to the 


aspects such as the availability and quality of learning support materials 


equipment and furniture, safety and security within the school, classroom space, 


teaching personnel and the general working conditions of educators. Nkabinde 


(1997:33), further asserts that teachers who work under poor conditions usually 


lack the skills to influence the learning of their students. He adds that some 


teachers are driven away from the teaching profession by poor working 


conditions, low pay, lack of accommodation, an inadequate supply of school 


material and overcrowded classrooms or higher teacher-learner ratios (1997:42).   


 


Motala (in Chisholm et al., 2003: 389), points out that adequate physical 


resources, learning facilities, equipment and sound, accountable management 


practices are viewed as preconditions for the provision of quality education. 
Malcolm (in Sayed and Jansen, 2001:221) sums that the successes of learner-


centred and outcomes-based education depend on whole-school approaches 


and overall leadership within schools.  In a  comparative study with Australia, 


where outcomes-based approach has been successfully implemented, Malcolm 
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(in Sayed and Jansen, 2001:205, 219) found that schools are well-resourced; 


they have libraries, laboratories, computers, photocopiers and lower class sizes 


of between 25 and 28 learners and OBE approach is accelerated by computer-


based technologies. Furthermore, district offices have always been centres of 


service to schools rather than arms of administration.  
 


The National Education Policy Investigation (NEPI) identified the following as 


some of the critical school quality variables. These are effective school 


administration, good relations between communities and schools, the content of 


teacher training and in-service support, curriculum development and adaption 


and the availability of books and other teaching aids including improved 


educational technology (Donaldson, in Sayed and Jansen 2001:64). In terms of 


leadership and management of schools, it is desirable that the school climate be 


conducive to change in terms of good staff relationships and democratic 


leadership (Jansen, in Jansen & Christie, 1999:152, Jacobs, in Lemmer 


1999:114).    


 


In Chapter 5 of its Report, the Review Committee on C2005 indicates that the 


educator is expected to have access to substantial resource materials and have 


the computer, printer, photocopier, and other resources needed for the 


production and reproduction of the materials. The Committee acknowledges that 


the lack of learning support materials (LSMs) in schools compromises curriculum 


change. Several studies note that the shortage of learning materials is normally 


associated with budgetary constraints or cuts in expenditure (Roy, 1983:3, 31, 


Karlsson (2000: http://www.ioe.ac.uk...). According to Karlsson (2000: 


http://www.ioe.ac.uk...) and Vally (in Chisholm et al. 2003:700-701), the fiscal 


discipline, as dictated by the Medium Term Expenditure Framework within GEAR 


policy, reduced education spending and constrained the delivery and rapid 


implementation of transformatory education. Thus, many schools are 


characterized by poor conditions and shortage or resources as a result of limited 


spending. 
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The Review Committee (Chapter 7) notes that the situation of teachers has been 


exacerbated by the process of rationalization and redeployment as well as a 


considerable number of South African teachers who are being recruited to teach 


abroad. Lessons learnt from the United Kingdom are that, like in South Africa, the 


new curriculum was introduced at the same time with the decreased number of 


teachers in schools due to falling enrolments and strict application of staffing 


formula, which subsequently worsened pupil-teacher ratios. Teachers who retired 


or voluntarily left the service were either not replaced at all or replaced by 


teachers on short-term contracts, and thus, fear and insecurity set in and teacher 


morale declined due to the uncertainties of changes (Roy, 1983:26-31).  


 


The Novalis Annual Review (1998: http://www.ideas-net.de...) reports that a 


survey into teacher motivation conducted in Western Cape by industrial 


psychologist Dr Holman found that “more than two-thirds of teachers and 88% of 


school principals and their deputies had considered leaving the profession, with a 


third ready to leave at any moment. Morale among educators was reported to be 


at an all time low. Teachers’ levels of motivation had dropped by 37 per cent 


compared with three to five years previously”. Coincidentally, these results were 


in the first year of the implementation of the OBE Curriculum in schools. Whereas 


in with the past education system it was common to find teachers, even within 


the same school, working in academic isolation (Nkabinde, 1997:39), with OBE 


system it is no longer possible for educators to work in isolation. In ideal 


teaching-learning situations, educators need to have a strong sense of 


collegiality, work collaboratively and forge inter- and intra-school alliances 


(Coffey, 2001:9, Woods et al., 1997:113, 157). Where these conditions are non-


existent educators are likely to continue with traditional ways of teaching. Hence, 


Jacobs (in Lemmer, 1999:114) argues that it “is commonly found that what is 


planned is not necessarily what happens, and what teachers are instructed to do 


is not necessarily what they practice”. This situation is likely to arise where there 


is failure to recognize the difficulty of change and the complexity of dealing with 


the associated changes. With respect to the latter, Isaacs (in Sayed and Jansen, 
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2001:132) advises that “over-ambitious plans which miscalculate resistance or 


the withholding of support or resources by stakeholders can prove very 


detrimental to implementation if they are not carefully assessed and the risks 


carefully managed”. In appreciation of the difficulty of change, Meyer 


(http://www.astd.co.za...), portrays a continuum of approaches to OBE and NQF 


alignment as ranging from low to high levels of commitment towards OBE, and 


positions resistors at lower level, followed by the window-dressers and 


pragmatists in the middle, and activists at the higher level. In other words, it is 


difficult for educators to change overnight, and change needs to be managed 


properly by curriculum planners.   


   


The implication drawn from these factors is that the mentioned variables and 


conditions are essential for the successful realization of an outcomes-based 


education. It is important to assess the degree to which our schools are equipped 


or resourced, the capacity and quality of the staffing personnel and the 


effectiveness of school leaders or managers. The research examines the extent 


to which these variables impact on the implementation of the OBE approach.  


 


2.5. The nature and extent of educator training and support 
For a successful implementation of any development programme, there is a need 


for adequate training and ongoing support. These two factors go a long way in 


ensuring the sustainability of the programme and the empowerment of the 


targeted groups.  


 


However Thulas Nxesi, the General Secretary of the South African Democratic 


Teachers’ Union, raised the concern that about a quarter of South African 


teachers are unqualified or under-qualified (Nxesi, 2001: 


http//www.sadtu.org.za/…). Hindle (in Lewin, Samuel and Sayed, 2003:331) 


offers a different view that many of the teachers in South Africa are qualified but 


poorly trained. Whichever view one accepts, the Sunday Times identified three 


crucial challenges in regard to teacher education in the country. These 
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challenges are to retrain and upgrade the existing corps; to instill a strong sense 


of professionalism, ethics and commitment to the core values informing the 


principles and practices of education in the context of democracy and the need to 


build a common nationhood; and to attract and train large numbers of new 


teachers to meet future demand (Sunday Times: http://www.suntimes.co.za...). 


Since the outcomes-based system calls for paradigmatic shift in pedagogic 


thinking and teaching and learning approaches, there is a need for a nationwide 


retraining programme for teachers as each grade is introduced. 


 


Potenza and Monyokolo (in Lewin et al., 2003:238) state that South African 


educators were first exposed to training in C2005 through the Media in Education 


Trust (MIET) Orientation course. This training was commissioned by the national 


Department of Education to introduce the new curriculum to departmental 


officials (trainers) and then all educators. These departmental master trainers 


and lead educators were subsequently expected to provide training to district-


based educators who would then organize workshops for school-based 


educators. The Review Committee (Chapter 4) indicates that the three phases of 


teacher preparation and development were orientation, actual training and in-


school support stage.  


 


In Limpopo (formerly Northern) Province the three levels of training were 


conducted as follows. First, it was the training of education development officers 


who consisted mainly of lecturers from the restructured colleges of teacher 


education and training. Second, then followed the training of lead teachers from 


schools or cluster of schools. Third, the lead teachers had to conduct in-school 


training of fellow teachers. Although there were differing opinions on the 


effectiveness of the cascade model, Motala (in Chisholm et al., 2003:401) sums it 


up that the common view among stakeholders was that training was insufficient. 


In broad terms, the Review Committee (Chapter 7) concludes that criticisms were 


leveled at the quality of content, training materials used and training 
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methodologies, the duration of training, the lack of follow-up through on-site 


support and the cascade model of training.  


 


More specifically, the following related problems were highlighted in respect of 


the cascade training model: First, cascading information resulted in the watering 


down, misinterpretation, distortion or omission of crucial information. This implies 


that the quality and authenticity of information degenerated down the different 


levels of transmission and it was the final recipients; the educators as 


implementers, who were badly affected. Nkabinde (1997:37), observed that poor 


training of teachers affects their creativity, motivation, and the effective use of 


talents. All these elements do not bode well for the successful implementation of 


a crucial programme such as the OBE.  


 


Second, the confidence, knowledge and understanding of trainers in the training 


process were suspect. It was found that there were problems relating to the 


methods of instruction and inadequate understanding of terminology. Generally, 


the quality of training and orientation was weak and could not adequately equip 


educators to translate their learning, if any, into the classroom practices.  


 


Regarding the extensiveness and duration of training, it was noted that time limit 


was the major constraint. Educators indicated that minimal time was set aside for 


training, and classroom support was insufficient and irregular. According to 


Potenza and Monyokolo (in Lewin et al. 2003:239), many teachers who received 


training were given insufficient time to train colleagues at their schools and in 


some cases reports from training were made during breaks. In addition, 


principals and heads of departments were generally not involved as trainers and 


this was reflected by the limited support given to OBE educators. 


 


Jacobs (in Lemmer, 1999:114) notes that the “problem of non-implementation is 


often caused by school authorities which dictate previously agreed-upon 


approaches to teachers….Teachers tend to balk at changes which they neither 
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understand nor support”. This could be attributed to poor articulation of roles in 


terms of who should provide support; and what, where, when and how should 


this support be provided and maintained. Jacobs (in Lemmer, 1999:121) advises 


that “implementation will be more likely to occur if clearer indications are given 


about the decision-making powers of different stakeholders”. In his elaborate 


writing on Partnerships in Education, Pretorius (in Lemmer, 1999:148-172) 


indicates that collaboration can occur between schools and higher educational 


institutions such as universities and colleges; between schools and the parent 


community, industries businesses, other work providers, the media, libraries and 


community organizations. He emphasizes the elements of shared aims, goals, 


and mission based on common ground; commitment to joint action, and success; 


provision of mutual support; good communication among partners; and a 


management style of participatory decision-making (sharing of responsibility, 


power and ownership).  Strong cooperation and partnership are ‘dependent upon 


strong relationships among parents, students, educators and community 


personnel working collaboratively to achieve a common mission’ (Pretorius, in 


Lemmer 1999:152).  


 


As key role players in the development of a school’s strategy and building the 


culture of the organizations, principals are expected to:  


• Keep abreast of trends and issues, threats and opportunities;  


• Establish structures and processes which enable the school to set 


priorities and formulate strategies; 


• Ensure that the attention of the school community is focused on matters of 


strategic importance; and 


• Monitor the implementation of strategies as well as emerging strategic 


issues; and facilitate an ongoing process of review (Caldwell and Spinks, 


1992, cited in Bush & Coleman, 2000:15). 


  


Malcolm (in Sayed and Jansen, 2001:221) adds that the successes of learner-


centred and outcomes-based education depend on whole school approaches 
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and overall leadership within schools. However, Harber and Davies (1997, cited 


in Bush & Coleman 2000:19-20) assert that educational leadership tends to be 


authoritarian in developing countries, particularly in African countries. The need 


for democratic management is greatly desirable because international evidence 


indicates that “democratic schools can help to shape democratic individuals…” 


(Harber: http://www.ipt.co.za/...). The greatest challenge for South African school 


managers lies in that the majority of them did not undergo OBE training 


workshops as they do not either teach at all or they offer classes only at higher 


grades for which no OBE workshops have been organized. This is likely to lead 


to poor monitoring and implementation of the OBE approach in schools.  


 


2.6. How OBE is implemented and constraints faced by the 
educators 
2.6.1. Considerations for the implementation of OBE  
Many factors play a critical role in considering the success and/or failure of a new 


curriculum such as the one founded on outcomes-based approach. As observed 


by the Review Committee (Chapter 4), “teachers’ classroom practice is informed 


by a range of factors including how they have been taught, their own ideas of 


what good teaching and the needs of the students are, and what is possible 


within different teaching and learning environments”. Since each situation is 


unique, curriculum stakeholders, particularly educators as implementers, need to 


have a broad picture of the elements that are likely to impact on their practice 


and promote those elements that can bring about successful curriculum 


implementation. 


 


With reference to the work of McLaughlin (1987), Jacobs (in Lemmer, 1999:176) 


mentions the following factors as determining the success or failure of curriculum 


implementation: 


• Local capacity: Implementation is more likely to succeed if there is 


substantial and continual support in the form of finances and teacher 


training; 
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• Motivation and commitment: Although attitudinal changes among teachers 


and administrators are often difficult to achieve, such changes are 


possible where local leaders show commitment; 


• Internal institutional support: The school climate must be conducive to 


change, especially in terms of good staff relations and democratic 


leadership; and 


• Balance between pressure and support: Pressure helps to draw attention 


on a specific innovation, while support must be offered in the form of 


finance and expert assistance. 


Carl (2002:173-176) is more elaborate in terms of the factors that determine the 


successful implementation of a curriculum. While he captures some of the above 


factors in a different use of terminology, he brings more insight by providing for 


additional factors that are more immediate and concrete to the classroom 


situation. According to him, the following factors are important: 


• Continuous contact with consumers: This facilitates the provision of help 


and advice through encouraging mutual contact between consumers 


(parents, pupils, educators, etc.). This implies the building of effective 


and strong partnerships among all stakeholders in education.  


• Clear communication of roles: It needs to be clear on who is responsible 


for what, and where, when, how and why are particular activities 


undertaken. Where necessary, terminology can also be explained and 


ways of evaluation be well illustrated. 


• Provision of support services: This involves creating conditions and a 


climate appropriate for the implementation of a curriculum and educators 


feel supported. Time for the new curricular activities may be built into the 


normal teaching time in order to afford educators opportunities for 


effective planning. 
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• Compensation: Various forms of compensation including praise, finance, 


acknowledgement and other intrinsic aspects may be applied in order to 


motivate educators. 


• Development: In this regard, it is expected that educators be actively 


involved. They are continually assisted and encouraged, while in-service 


training is offered in practical ways. This factor is closely linked to that of 


provision of support in that educators are not left alone to do their lot. 


• Participation: This calls for active involvement of educators in the process 


of implementation and the creation of a relationship of confidence 


between curriculum initiators and implementers. 


• Adoption: It refers to the degree to which the consumers have accepted 


the new or revised curriculum. Like in participation above, if educators 


view the new curriculum as legitimate, as opposed to being enforced on 


them, they will become highly committed in implementing it. 
 


In his paper on ‘Why OBE will fail’, Jansen (in Christie & Jansen, 1999: 152) 


notes that for OBE to succeed, a number of interdependent education 


innovations are needed simultaneously. These are: 


• Trained and retrained teachers; 


• Radically new forms of assessment; 


• Additional time for managing this complex process; 


• Constant monitoring and evaluation of the implementation process; 


• Retrained education managers or principals to secure the implementation 


as required; 


• Parental support and involvement; 


• New forms of learning resources consonant with an OBE orientation; and 


• Opportunities for teacher dialogue and exchange as they co-learn the 


process of implementation. 
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In terms of the Norms and Standards for Educators (Education Law and Policy 


Handbook 1999), the envisaged roles of educators include being mediators of 


learning, interpreters and designers of Learning Programmes and materials, 


leaders, managers and administrators, scholars, researchers and lifelong 


learners, assessors and subject specialists. The Review Committee (Chapter 5) 


outlined the following duties of educators in the context of RNCS. Educators 


need to understand the curriculum framework as a whole at a level that would 


inform the conceptual design of Learning Programmes. They should be experts 


in the content, concept and skills outcomes of each Learning Programme at each 


level and grade. They should also master the design of Learning Programmes in 


a way to ensure progression of concepts, content and skills outcomes in the mind 


of learners by giving due attention to Assessment Standards.  


 


In his paper on ‘Teacher Identity’, Carrim (in Lewin et al., 2002:318) notes that 


teachers do not own the process of change in South Africa, but appear to be 


subjects(instruments) within it rather that being agents of change. These 


concerns imply that the majority of the educators were overwhelmed by the 


enormous task of integrating the OBE approach in their classroom practices.  


 


On the basis of Teacher’s Guide for the Development of Learning Programmes: 


Technology (DOE, 2003: 10-13) the process of developing Learning 


Programmes (LPs) is described as flexible and allowing educators to move back 


and forth between the following steps: 


• Selection of the Learning Outcomes (LOs).  


• Identification of Assessment Standards (ASs).  


• Determining the teaching, learning and assessment context(s) and/or core 


knowledge and concepts.  


• Time allocation 


• Integration and resources. 
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Since integrated learning is central to OBE educators need to have a clear 


understanding of the role of integration within their Learning Programmes. This 


integration is to support conceptual development and must be conducted both 


within and across Learning Areas. For this purpose, educators need to have a 


whole picture of how the Learning Outcomes in their Learning Areas link with 


those of their colleagues in the other Learning Areas. 


 


Following from the Learning Programmes, year-long plans with a greater level of 


detail are developed and these are called Work Schedules. Work Schedules 


indicate the intended assessment tasks, the types and kinds of assessments, the 


required resources and the aspects of integration. The more detailed and finer 


plans are developed from the Work Schedules and these are referred to as 


Lesson Plans. Lesson Plans are more specific on the teaching approach and 


methodology to be used and offer learners opportunities to achieve the Learning 


Outcomes and Assessment Standards of that Learning Area with due regard for 


the availability of resources, the prior knowledge, learning barriers and learning 


styles of learners. The school policy is supposed to impact on the design and 


execution of the Lesson Plans. Having considered the above, the educator then 


develops the Lesson Plan in detail with particular focus on the following aspects: 


• Developing the teaching, learning and assessment activities; 


• Conceptual links to previous and future Lesson Plans; 


• The actual dates over which the Lesson Plan will stretch; 


• Any specific teaching approach and method to be used; 


• Identifying the role of outcomes and concepts from the other Learning 


Areas; 


• Deciding on assessment strategies and selecting or developing 


resources and instruments to be used; and 


• Planning how to support learners who have barriers to learning. 


The Learning Programme, Work Schedule and Lesson Plans are not linear 


processes, but flexible processes of continual modification, reflection, revision 


and refinement. 
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2.6.2. Outcomes-based assessment 
Assessment is viewed as a continuous process and it is an integral part of the 


learning process. The value and purpose of assessment lie in its ability to allow 


monitoring and evaluating learning progress, providing feedback, diagnosing or 


remediating barriers to learning, supporting learning, certification and promotion 


(Wikibooks SA NCS:http://en.wikibooks.org/…). A range of different events and 


activities should be conducted at different times throughout the learning process 


and this is referred to as a continuous assessment (CASS) process (DOE, 


1997:13,33).  


 


In order to achieve the outcomes, assessment should be clearly focused; allow 


for expanded opportunities for learners; be learner-paced, flexible, fair, 


transparent and democratic; be based on pre-set criteria; be integrated with 


teaching and learning and be understood by the learner and the broad public 


(Wikibooks SA NCS: http://en.wikibooks.org/...). In cases where some learners 


fail to adequately demonstrate achievement of the outcomes, alternative 


methods of assessment must be used. This is to support the idea that different 


learners learn in different ways and at different paces. Ultimately, all learners can 


succeed.  


 


Assessment helps to portray the profile of the learner in terms of progression 


towards the attainment of the learning and critical outcomes which underpin the 


transformation agenda. A learner profile is described as a panoramic or 


cumulative representation of a learner’s qualities as observed and recorded by 


educators. It is an up-to-date database on all information that may assist the 


learning process, collected over a period of time and includes a wide range of 


activities that give a holistic view of the nature of the learner (DOE undated, 29, 


71). Therefore, assessment results must be recorded and reported on regular 


basis in a way that is consistent, logical, systematic and educationally sound to 


be understandable to all stakeholders (DOE, undated. 78). According to Vally (in 


Chisholm et al., 2003:487), the success of the CASS model requires meticulous 
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methods of recording learner achievements on an ongoing period of time. This is 


because the learner profile must provide subsequent users, anywhere and 


anytime, with accurate, valuable overall information on the learner competencies 


along his/ her learning and developmental path.  


 


For purposes of promotion and ensuring that assessment in schools is fair, valid 


and reliable, it is necessary to implement mechanisms for moderation of 


assessment at school, district and provincial levels. This implies that each school 


must have an internal moderation policy and establish school moderation or 


assessment teams, and use policy guidelines for moderation and verification 


(Wikibooks SA NCS: http://en.wikibooks.org/...). Motala, Vally and Modiba (in 


Chisholm et al., 2003:617) indicate that monitoring mechanisms promote teacher 


accountability, enhance performance and allows feedback for corrective action. 


The facilitation of learning and the application of assessment methods and 


strategies must finally aim “for the development of a learning society” (DOE, 


1997:3).  


 
2.6.3. Potential constraints in the implementation process 
It is important to indicate that many experienced educators were lost from 


teaching as a result of injudicious management of the rationalization process 


(Motala, in Chisholm, et al., 2003: 396, 401). On the other hand, the training of 


the remaining educators, among whom many are under-qualified, was reported 


to be largely inadequate (Review Committee: Chapter 2). This presents a 


situation where educators are more likely to continue to use the traditional 


methods of content-based and teacher-based teaching. Several accounts of 


educationists maintain that educators’ teaching practices are largely influenced 


by the way they themselves have been taught (Welton, in Sayed & Jansen, 


2001:175, Nkabinde, 1997:48). On the one hand, this may imply educators’ 


resistance to change whereas on the other, it may also imply the lack of an 


environment conducive for change. As stated earlier, attitudinal change among 


teachers is often difficult. This could be because changes are usually associated 
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with resistance, particularly where some of the practices to be changed have 


been internalized and universally considered the acceptable ways of doing 


things. According to Carl (2002:148), reasons for resisting changes comprise fear 


of both the unknown and the new, security of the existing, lack of self-knowledge 


in regard to own abilities, a lack of motivation, fear of criticism, insufficient 


support by education leaders, indistinct and faulty dissemination and ambiguity, 


and lack of understanding of the nature and extent of the envisaged change. 


These elements help to create a gap between policy and practice.  


 


The afore-mentioned elements may affect the way in which educators execute 


their instructional duties. Nevertheless, the OBE system calls for a paradigmatic 


shift in the approach to teaching and learning. Coetzee van-Rooy and Serfontein 


(2001: http://tutor.petech.ac.za) indicate that “without the necessary paradigm 


shift educators will continue to present classes and perform assessment as was 


done in the past”. A situation that may compound matters is the concern that 


South African educators are said to be already suffering from information 


overload (Welton, in Sayed & Jansen, 2001:180) as well as the fact that almost a 


quarter is unqualified or under-qualified. Therefore, there is little wonder that 


Potenza and Monyokolo (in Lewin et al., 2003: 238) found that in many schools 


educators rarely referred to the OBE Policy Documents and the national 


illustrative Learning Programmes documents because they found them to be 


time-consuming. In this regard, Jansen argues that the management of OBE will 


multiply the administrative burdens on teachers against the background of high 


class sizes and the rationalization process. In the Revised National Curriculum 


Statement the structure and design of the curriculum has been streamlined and 


some of the terminology such as the specific outcomes, range statements and 


assessment criteria have been replaced, renamed or totally removed. Questions 


remain on whether enough has been done on the other problem areas identified 


by the Review Committee on Curriculum 2005. If these are not adequately 


addressed then the implementation of OBE curriculum will be adversely affected. 
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2.7. The effect of OBE implementation on the learners 
The successful implementation of an outcomes-based education system can be 


measured on the basis of its impact on the intended beneficiaries; the learners. 


Since the OBE system was hatched within the context of transformation, it must 


bring about improvement for it to be considered a truly curriculum reform tool. In 


the words of Jacobs (in Lemmer, 1999:121), curriculum “reform must be 


experienced (i.e. implemented) and bring an improvement for it to be considered 


a reform”. The quoted statement implies that if the new curriculum is not 


implemented and seen to be bearing benefits, then it cannot be said to be a 


reform. It must be kept in mind that an outcomes-based system is premised on 


the assumptions that all learners can succeed, not at same pace and that 


schools control the conditions of learning. Therefore, the success of OBE 


implementation can be judged against the degree to which assumptions are met. 


 


The contributions of Gardner (in Chisholm et al., 2003:644) and Nkabinde 


(1997:28-31), are useful in analysing the ways in which learners can be affected 


by a teaching-learning process. The researcher draws from the works of these 


writers and broad academic literature on the factors that influence the 


performance levels of learners. The following factors have been identified and 


expanded upon: 


• Educational background of parents: If parents are educationally 


disadvantaged, they have little chances of motivating learners and helping 


them in their school tasks. Educators should acknowledge this situation 


and give learners tasks that are appropriate to their home learning 


environment. 


• Access to books, radio, television sets, etc: These facilities offer a rich 


and varied environment with opportunities for learning. In many rural 


areas the majority of parents are poor and they are more likely to be 


unable to afford these facilities. 


•  Access to libraries: Libraries are a luxury in many disadvantaged 


communities. Even in areas where they are available, they are often 
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under-resourced or keep outdated books from the apartheid era. So when 


educators give assignments, research tasks and projects, the scope and 


diversity of the required tasks become limited by this impediment. 


• Teaching method: The content-based and teacher-centred methods of 


teaching have been replaced by the outcomes-based and learner-centred 


ones. This means that without the necessary shift from the traditional 


method of instruction, it will be difficult to adequately achieve the learning 


outcomes. Educators have to act as learning facilitators and design 


learning experiences in line with the premises and principles of outcomes-


based and activity based learning. 


• Learner assessment techniques: A variety of assessment techniques 


must be developed to accommodate different learning styles and cater for 


potential barriers to learning. This needs to be done to ensure that all 


learners succeed although each accomplishes tasks at his/her own pace. 


• Loss of learning and teaching time: More often a lot of valuable time is 


lost when both the learners and educators engage in activities that are 


detrimental to learning. These activities usually involve participation in 


strikes, sit-ins, etc. and the learners’ progress towards the achievement of 


learning outcomes is negatively affected.  


• Lack of orderly school environment and inadequate school management: 


The learning success is more likely to be adversely affected in a school 


environment where there are high incidences of violence and drug abuse, 


lack of safety, lack of discipline and culture of learning, as well as poor 


management. High levels of absenteeism and truancy, overcrowding, and 


late-coming by both the learners and the teaching corps do not bode well 


for the successful implementation of outcomes-based education.  


• Lack of training of School Governing Bodies (SGBs): The planning of 


Learning Programmes offers the community the opportunity to introduce 


themes relevant to the local context. Since the SGBs are the primary links 


with the school, they should play a pivotal role in mobilizing the 


community to contribute positively to the learning of their children. 
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However, if they are not properly trained on how to support schools, they 


will serve merely as rubber-stamps for any decisions taken by principals 


and educators. Learners will largely learn the content that does not have 


any relevance to their immediate environment and real-life situations. 


• Low morale of educators and principals: Educators and principals work in 


environments that are affected by rapid changes and a variety of 


challenges. In their endeavours to promote teaching and learning both the 


educators and principals should receive support of different kind from 


various quarters.  


                                                                                                                        


2.8. Issues emanating from the literature review 
Some important and critical issues have been raised from the works that have 


been studied. Some of these issues are summarized below. 


 


• The rationale for the adoption of outcomes-based education approach: 


The policy documents and the common view among education 


researchers point out that the OBE approach was adopted mainly for two 


reasons. The first is to redress the historical imbalances associated with 


the legacy of apartheid whereby the provision of education was 


characterized by discrimination, racial bias and gross inequality in terms 


of access to education resources. This implies that the new education 


approach is aimed at transforming the whole education system and 


consequently, societal relations. In short, this approach is meant to 


contribute toward social transformation. 


The second reason for the OBE approach is linked to the move toward 


globalization; hence the South African version of OBE is closer to the 


versions found in developed countries such as Australia and New Zealand 


where the notion of national qualification framework underlies the education 


system. However, in these countries the transition from the traditional, 


content-based approach to the new learner-centred and activity-based 


approach was gradual while in South Africa the transition was abrupt 
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(Malcolm, in Sayed and Jansen 2001:220). The pressure on the new 


government to discontinue with the discriminatory education system was so 


enormous that not enough time was expended on creating conducive 


conditions for the implementation of the OBE approach. The lack of or little 


time on the preparation of educators regarding the required paradigm shift is 


likely to be evidenced by a greater degree of resistance to change by 


educators. Furthermore, if educators fail to recognize the integrative nature of 


the OBE approach; its principles and premises, it will be difficult for them to 


implement the approach in a successful way.  


 


• The state of preparation and capacity for implementation of the new 


approach: There seems to be a gap between the intended pace of 


implementation and the necessary provision of material and human 


resources.  The training of educators and the needed educational support 


were reported as inadequate. These were aggravated by lack of or limited 


educator participation; under-resourcing; and high class sizes (Manganyi, 


in Sayed and Jansen, 2001:32); teacher redeployment; poor working 


conditions and demoralized educators; shortages in learning and support 


materials and; perceived cuts in expenditure. These conditions create a 


climate in which successful implementation of a programme is 


compromised and thus, the goals for transformation are also put at risk. 


Thus, it is of great relevance to enquire into the conditions and practices 


in schools and to examine how the OBE approach is operationalized. 


 


• There seems to be a gap between policy statements and classroom 


practice: This arises from the findings that educators have shallow 


understanding of OBE approach to teaching (Review Committee 2000: 


Chapter 4) and that they suffer from innovation overload. On the other 


hand, this approach requires a shift in pedagogical thinking (teaching, 


learning and assessment techniques, methods and approaches). 


Whereas in the new approach outcomes define the essence of teaching 
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and learning, educators are likely to be largely hooked on content 


because change does not occur overnight. If measures are not taken to 


facilitate a speedy paradigm shift by educators, the transformation goals 


will be put at risk. The Review Committee had found that, in its current 


form, the education system fails to achieve the necessary educational 


goals.  


 


• Lack of clarity regarding roles and responsibilities. Nxesi 


(http://www.sadtu.org.za...) argued that there is no national policy or plan 


for teacher development. Whereas schools are expected to work 


collaboratively with other structures, policies fail to clarify and locate the 


relevant participants and structures and their respective roles as well as 


the nature and manner of the expected support. If this support is sought 


both inside and outside the school, then who are to provide it, and are 


there structures and mechanisms within the school that facilitate the 


realization of this support? 


 


• In outcomes-based approach schools control the conditions of learning: In 


some way or other, the system of inequality is indirectly perpetuated in 


that schools are not equally resourced both in material and human terms. 


Well-resourced schools are in a better position to succeed in 


implementing the new approach than the poorly resourced schools. It is 


sensible to conclude that in schools where there is sound leadership, 


functional monitoring and evaluation systems, and advanced physical 


infrastructure the new approach is more likely to be successfully 


implemented. It is therefore, important to examine not only the availability 


of learning resources, but also the staffing conditions in schools as well as 


the application of management tools in schools.  


 


• It is inappropriate to view the OBE approach as the panacea for all the 


country’s educational ills: Grobler, Champher, du Preeze, Loock, and 
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Shaba (2002:13) observed that the majority of previously disadvantaged 


schools are still beset with massive backlogs and problems such as 


under-budgeting and under-resourcing, poor facilities, lack of resources, 


overcrowding and unequal quality and distribution of teaching personnel 


(that is; some educators are still under-trained or under-qualified). These 


problems remain as barriers that negatively impact on the implementation 


of the outcomes-based education approach as a transformative tool. The 


SAQA (SAQA, 2000b:http://theta.org.za/…) puts the point bluntly that “[in] 


a country like South Africa with its history of depravation, the nature of the 


problems that exist in education and training are multi-faceted, and it 


would be naïve to contemplate that there is a single solution”. As stated 


earlier, the problems in implementation do not necessarily imply the 


rejection of the philosophical principles of the OBE approach. 


 


Killen (2000b:1) states that the quality of an education system can be judged 


from at least three perspectives, namely; inputs into the system, what happens 


within the system and the outputs from the system. Kelly (1989, as cited by Bellis 


1997: http://www.saqa.org.za/...) supports this view in that the curriculum is 


understood and given focus on the basis of content, product and process. He 


elaborates that when curriculum is seen as primarily to do with process, then 


education and training are seen primarily as development. Hence, in OBE 


approach emphasis is on what learners should know and can do at the end of a 


course of teaching and learning. Obviously, if we fail to make the appropriate 


inputs then we should not expect to get the required outputs. While it is 


acknowledged that some of the positive changes have been effected since the 


introduction of OBE in South African schools, some of the objections of Jansen 


(in Jansen and Christie, 1999: 147-153) are still pertinent.  


 


Among these objections are that OBE requires the development of skills, 


theoretical understanding by teachers and capacity to transfer the policy across 


the different contexts; that OBE policy offers an instrumentalist view of 
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knowledge; that OBE overemphasizes outcomes while trivializing content; that 


the management of OBE will multiply the administrative burdens of teachers; that 


some preconditions are necessary for the success of OBE; and that OBE barely 


alludes to values and principles that inform society. Nevertheless, it has been 


stated that problems in OBE implementation do not necessarily imply the need to 


reject its philosophical principles. The existence of problems serves to point at 


areas that need intervention to address the identified deficiencies.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 


 
3.1. Research design 
In this study the researcher chose an exploratory design within the qualitative 


approach framework because the design facilitates the search for new 


knowledge, new facts and insights and new understanding. Neuman (2000:217) 


makes a point that qualitative studies are more applicable where data are in 


words, text, phrases, or symbols. Qualitative studies, like in this research work, 


involve documenting real events, recording what people say, observing specific 


behaviours, studying written documents or examining visual images. However, 


some of the data has been subjected to a quantitative analysis because the two 


design methods complement each other. An exploratory design became relevant 


in the context of this research because the area of study is relatively new and 


observations could be made on how outcomes-based education curriculum is 


operationalized. King, Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1987:21) state that these 


observations can help create an accurate description of programme 


characteristics as they develop over time. According to Neuman (2000:21), 


exploratory researchers frequently use qualitative data, and qualitative research 


tends to be more open to using a range of evidence and discovering new issues. 


Therefore, in this study on the challenges of implementing OBE curriculum, both 


the qualitative approach and the exploratory design were found to be appropriate 


vehicles for the research. 


 


3.2. Area of study 
The study was conducted in Maleboho-East Circuit, a sub-district of the Bochum 


Area Office in Region 2 of the Limpopo Education Department. The area lies 


about 100 kilometres north west of Polokwane city in the Limpopo Province. 


Maleboho-East circuit occupies about 400km of the surface area and has a total 


of ten (10) secondary schools with an average number of fifteen (15) educators 


per high school. About three schools are those that were under the 
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administration of the former National Department of Education and Training 


whereas the other seven schools were under the administration of the former 


Lebowa Department of Education. Today, all these schools are under one 


Provincial Administration (i.e. Limpopo Department of Education) and all offer 


OBE classes at Grade 9 level. Out of the ten schools, only two have been 


designated as fee-paying in terms of the quintiles that are related to the 


determination of financial allocations to schools by the Provincial Department of 


Education. Six of the schools are on post level 4 category (large schools) while 


the other four are on post level 3. The whole learner and parent populations as 


well as the teacher and management personnel of the schools are made up of 


the African group, mainly the Pedi-speaking group. 


 
3.3. Population 
The research population consists of all Grade 9 learners, all educators who offer 


Learning Areas in Grade 9, and principals as well as all parent component 


members of the School Governing Bodies (SGBs) within the Maleboho-East 


circuit. The number of educators is approximately 80 (based on an average of 8 


educators for 8 Learning Areas in ten schools) and the number of principals is 


10. The eight Learning Areas that are offered in Grade 9 are:  


• Language, Literacy and Communication (LLC); 


• Mathematical Literacy, Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences 


(MLMMS); 


• Human and Social Sciences (HSS); 


• Natural Sciences (NS); 


• Technology (TECH); 


• Arts and Culture (AC); 


• Life Orientation (LO); and  


• Economic and Management Sciences (EMS). 
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Although the LLC Learning Area is subdivided into three language subgroups, 


(Vernacular, Afrikaans and English), for the purpose of this study it was 


considered as one Learning Area. 


 


3.4. Sampling methods 


In the case of educators, the researcher used the stratified sampling method, 


which is a variation of simple random sampling. This kind of sampling can ensure 


that different groups or segments of a population are sufficiently represented in 


the sample (De Vos, Fouchè & Delport, 2002:205). First, the 10 schools of 


Maleboho-East Circuit were arranged alphabetically and each school was 


assigned an alphabetical letter ranging from letter A to J. Second, the Grade 9 


educators of Maleboho-East Circuit were categorized according to the eight 


Learning Areas which were also assigned letters in the following way: 


a. Arts and Culture (AC); 


b. Mathematical Literacy, Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences 


(MLMMS); 


c. Language, Literacy and Communication (LLC); 


d. Life Orientation; 


e. Economic and Management Sciences (EMS); 


f. Natural Sciences (NS); 


g. Technology (TECH); and 


h. Human and Social Sciences (HSS). 


 


 Then an alphabetical sequence of five letters representing the Learning Areas 


was designed and applied as a sampling pattern for educators per school. For 


example, school A was assigned abcde, school B assigned fghab, school C 


assigned cdefg, etc. In this way school A would be educators from Arts and 


Culture (AC) through to Economic and Management Sciences (EMS). If an 


educator for a particular Learning Area, say letter d (Life Orientation), was 


unavailable for some reason, the next immediate letter, in this case letter e 


(EMS) would be sampled.  Following this pattern, an equal number of 
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respondents (i.e. five educators) per school were sampled to get a total of 50 


respondents. This was done by calling the names of Learning Areas as per the 


applicable sequential pattern and identifying the educators who offer those 


Learning Areas. This sampled group consisted about 62,5% of the research 


population.  


 


The researcher briefed the sampled educators on the purpose of the research 


and then issued out questionnaires to each one of them. Each educator was to 


fill the questionnaire individually and then submit it in a sealed envelope to the 


class teachers or senior educators who served as site coordinators. The 


researcher collected the questionnaires from the site coordinators after five days. 


Out of the 50 educators that were sampled, 46 filled and returned the 


questionnaires. This represents a response rate of 92,0% while only 4 


respondents (that is 8,0%) did not return the questionnaires.  


  


All 10 principals of the secondary schools in the circuit were considered as 


respondents. A simple random sampling was conducted to get a sample of 12 


learners per school. In each school learners were allocated numbers in such a 


way that all female learners were given odd numbers whereas male learners 


were allocated even numbers. The researcher, without following any sequence, 


randomly called any six odd numbers and other six even numbers to constitute 


participants in the focus groups in each of the ten schools. In each school a total 


number of any four parent members of the school governing body were also 


sampled in a random way. Table 1 displays the distribution of the sampled 


groups as per different categories. This table shows the expected number of 


respondents and the actual number of respondents that participated in the study. 
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Table 1 


Category No. Expected Actual No. 


of respondents 


Response rate Comments 


Schools          10          10         100%  


Principals          10          10           100%  


Educators          50          46             92%  


Learners        120         120         100%  


Parents          40          18                        45%  


    


 


3.5. Data collection methods 
The researcher collected data by using the following instruments: 


• Two types of questionnaires; that is; one was based on the profiles of 


schools and the other one was for the educators. The first questionnaire 


was administered on the days on which the researcher visited the schools 


and the focus was on the physical conditions of the schools and their 


surroundings, safety and security matters, infrastructure and availability of 


teaching and learning resources (equipment and facilities).The second 


one was a structured questionnaire and through it information was 


recorded regarding teaching methodologies and practices as well as 


teaching qualifications and experiences of Grade 9 educators.  


• Interviews with principals: These structured interviews focused on issues 


relating to managerial aspects and administrative matters that impact on 


the process of OBE implementation. Included here are issues like the 


nature of support offered, integration of OBE aspects in the whole school 


planning (vision, mission and strategic objectives), and the administering 


of OBE support mechanisms. 


• Focus groups: Two sets of focus groups per school were organized, 


namely; one for the learners and one for the parent component of the 


SGBs. Focus groups became relevant in the sense that the current study 


is basically exploratory rather than being descriptive or explanatory. 
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Babbie (2001:294) asserts that focus groups are appropriate where the 


study purpose is to explore rather than to explain or describe issues. De 


Vos, et al. (2006:300) state that focus groups allow the researcher to 


investigate a multitude of perceptions with the purpose of promoting self-


disclosure among participants to establish and understand how they think 


and feel about an issue, product or service. Bless and Higson-Smith 


(2000:110) state that focus groups allow participants to discuss the issues 


in question with each other, and provide an opportunity for participants to 


learn from each other.  In this study, focus groups allow the perceptions of 


learners and parents to be accommodated in the study.  


 


These data collection instruments are included at the end of this Chapter as 


Appendix A (School profile), B (Educators’ questionnaire) and C (Interview format 


for school principals). Each of the interview or discussion questions for both 


focus groups is included in Appendices D (for learners) and E (for parents). 


 


3.6. Data collection procedures 
Permission to conduct the study was requested from the regional education 


department’s Research and Development section and the circuit manager of 


Maleboho-East schools as well as the principals of participating schools. After 


approval of the request, the researcher liaised with the circuit manager on ways 


to publicize the researcher’s visits to schools. The circuit manager was very 


helpful in that he made principals aware of the researcher’s eminent visit at a 


gathering of school managers. This paved the way for the smooth acceptance of 


the researcher by school principals when making appointments with each school 


principal to explain the research process and allow access to educators for initial 


briefing. When making appointments telephonically, principals were briefed on 


the focus, purpose and goals of the study, and then visits for sampling purposes 


were arranged for each school. Two visits per school were undertaken. During 


the first school visits the researcher conducted four activities. The first activity 


involved the researcher himself filling the school profile questionnaires on the 
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basis of the observations that were made. Second and third activities involved 


the sampling of educators and learners respectively. Sampled learners were 


given consent forms for parents/guardians to sign if they allowed their children to 


participate in the research process. These forms were returned to the class 


teachers for safe keeping and later handed over to the researcher. Sampled 


educators were also briefed on the research procedure and questionnaires were 


issued out to them to fill and return to site-coordinators within five days. Class 


teachers of Grade 9 or senior educators were requested to serve as site-


coordinators, whereby completed questionnaires for educators were submitted to 


them in sealed envelopes. Subsequently, the researcher collected the 


questionnaires from these site-coordinators. On these questionnaires, data was 


collected by using a group-administered method but each respondent was given 


an opportunity to complete the questionnaire on his or her own.  


 


The fourth activity involved conducting interviews with school principals. 


However, these activities did not follow a rigid sequence; circumstances at 


specific schools dictated the steps that were possible within the schools’ 


curricular arrangements and time allocation. The main idea was to cause as little 


disturbance as possible. Thus, in all schools, the sampling of educators was 


conducted during school breaks when everyone was free.  


 


The sampling for learners was conducted during flexible time periods, breaks, or 


during those periods whose subject teachers were not at school or when an 


educator whose period it was, allowed it as well as after school. It was during 


these first school visits that arrangements for future appointments were made to 


hold focus group discussions with learners and SGB members and the collection 


of educator questionnaires. The second visits involved the conduction of focus 


group discussions with learners, followed by group discussions with parents and 


the collection of educator questionnaires from the site-coordinators. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND      
         INTERPRETATION 
 


4.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the results that were collected through the use of the 


research instruments that the researcher applied in each school under the study. 


Data were collected through the use of school profile questionnaires, interviews 


with school principals, educator questionnaires, learner focus groups and parent 


focus groups. The results are presented graphically, numerically in percentages 


and in tabular form. Some of the data is presented in a narrative form. However, 


the analysis and interpretation of the data is done holistically in an integrated 


way. 


 


It has been very demanding for the researcher to secure appointments for 


interviews with the school principals. In one instance, a principal delegated the 


deputy principal to sit for the interview with the researcher. In all other cases, the 


principals, in their capacity as heads of institutions, made themselves available 


for the interviews. However, some principals felt a bit uneasy on some of the 


questions that probed on the finer and detailed aspects of their managerial 


duties, particularly on the application of planning and management tools. 


Therefore, the data gathered from the respondents were treated as subjective 


perceptions and, on some topics; validity was checked by triangulation with the 


data gathered through other research instruments such as the questionnaires for 


educators.  


 


4.2. Presentation of findings 
The school profiles were observed along the three topics; namely; school 


background, safety and security matters and the availability of learning 


resources. The intention was to investigate the nature and extent of the impact of 


the existing school conditions on the OBE teaching and learning processes. 
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4.2.1. Average class size 
Table 1 below summarizes some aspects relating to school background matters. 


 


Table 2 


School Post 


level 


No. of 


Grader 9 


classes 


No. of 


Grade 9 


learners  


Average no. of  


learners per class 


 No. of 


Grade 9 


Educators 


   A    4    2     108     54,0        8 


   B    4    2     161     80,5      10 


   C    3    1       59     59,0        8 


   D    4    2       90     45.0        8 


   E    4    3     148     49,3      10 


   F    4    2     113     56,5        9 


   G    4    2       97     48,5        8 


   H    3    1       47     47,0        8 


   I    3    1       33     33,0        9 


   J    3    1     106   106,0        9 


Totals    17      962      56,6      87 


 


Table 1 shows the size of the school as expressed in post levels. The average 


number of Grade 9 classes in the circuit is almost 2 (that is;1,7) while the 


average number of learners per class is almost 57.    


 


4.2.2. Safety and physical conditions 
Regarding safety and security measures, it has been found that 5 of the ten 


schools have good quality fencing material, 3 have security guards during the 


day and only one school uses a visitors’ book to regulate and record entry into 


and exit from the school premises. All ten schools have burglars in areas with 


valuable goods. Six schools have useable pit latrines while four schools have pit 


latrine structures which are either full or unuseable. Only one school has a 


functional security alarm system and two schools have alternative forms of 
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security whereby school gates are locked during the day. None of the ten schools 


make use of student identification cards. 


 


4.2.3. Infrastructure 
Table 3: Quality of school building material 


Value label Value Absolute 


frequency 


Relative  


frequency 


Cumulative 


frequency 


 Good    1     2     20%       20% 


Satisfactory    2     3     30%       50% 


Poor    3     5     50%     100% 


No comment    4     0     0%     100% 


Total     10    100%  


 


 


Chart 1: Frequency distribution of school building material 
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Table 4: Physical conditions of classroom buildings 


Value label Value Absolute 


frequency 


Relative  


frequency 


Cumulative 


frequency 


 Good    1     2     20%      20% 


Satisfactory    2     3     30%      50% 


Poor    3     5     50%    100% 


No comment    4     0       0%    100% 


Total     10    100%  


 


 


 


Chart 2: Frequency distribution of physical conditions of classroom buildings 
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satisfactory and five to be of poor quality material. However, in regard to safety 


and security, most schools had no reliable form of security. It was in only one 


school where the day security guard uses the visitors’ logbook to record entry 


into and exit from the school premises. Examination of the physical conditions 


could shed light on whether these may be having an effect on the teaching and 


learning activities of educators. It could also indicate whether there is relation 


between the introduction of a new programme and associated changes in 


infrastructure that is necessary for the success of the programme. 


 
4.2.4. Learning resources and facilities 


Table 5 displays the critical learning resources and the number of schools with 


these resources as well as the relative percentages within the ten schools. 


 


Table 5: Availability of learning resources and facilities  


Learning resources/ facilities No. of schools 


With availability


Relative percentage 


Adequacy of textbooks     5     50% 


Library     5     50% 


Learning support materials     8     80% 


Equipped laboratory     4     40% 


Adequacy of furniture     3     30% 


Photocopier   10   100% 


Computer laboratory     1     10% 


Access to internet     0       0% 


A working telephone   10   100% 


Up-to-date stock register   10   100% 


 


On the aspect of learning resources and facilities all schools had photocopiers, 


although in two schools they use low-duty copiers while the other two indicated 


that the photocopiers had been out of order for some time. Teaching aids were 


also sufficient with the exception of only two schools. But half the number of 
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schools indicated that they experienced shortages in the availability of textbooks 


and well-equipped libraries. Only one school had a computer laboratory which is 


also a converted classroom that has been stocked with computers, but without 


good ventilation. In two schools with classroom blocks that were under 


construction, it was indicated to the researcher that some of the classrooms were 


to be computer laboratories. On the one hand, two schools had computers but no 


rooms to operate them while on the other hand; one school did not have even a 


single computer! Again, none of the schools has a connection to the internet. 


Seven schools experienced a serious shortage of furniture, particularly desks; 


chairs and tables; and learners brought their own chairs to schools or simply sat 


on pieces and blocks of bricks. It can be concluded that these conditions will 


result in lower educational attainment in comparison with well-resourced schools.  


 
4.2.5. Perceptions of school principals on OBE 
School principals carry the responsibility to ensure that learning takes place in 


their schools. They need to constantly evaluate the performance of educators as 


well as the achievement of learners in order to make informed intervention 


decisions at the local level. Table 5 shows the perceptions expressed by school 


principals on how the OBE approach is working. Table 6 shows principals’ rating 


of performance of Grade 9 learners. 


 


Table 6: School principals’ perceptions on how OBE is working 


Value label Value Absolute  


frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative


frequency 


Strongly agree   1    1    10%     10% 


Agree   2    4    40%     50% 


Disagree   3    3    30%     80% 


Strongly disagree   4    1    10%     90% 


Do not know   5    1       10%   100% 


Totals    10    100%   100% 
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Table 7: School principals’ rating of Grade 9 learners’ performance 


Value label Label Absolute frequency Relative frequency Cumulative 


frequency 


Very good    1         1      10%      10% 


Good    2         1      10%      20%  


Satisfactory    3         6      60%       80% 


Poor    4         2      20%     100% 


Very poor    5         0        0%     100% 


Total        10      100%     100% 


 


Chart 3: Frequency distribution on school 
principals' perceptions on how OBE is 


working
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On learner performance, principals view the performance of their learners in 


different ways with six of them saying the performance is satisfactory; one each 


saying it is poor and very poor respectively; and each of the remaining two 


saying it is good and very good. 


 


Generally, most principals provided good descriptions of the meaning of the 


concept of OBE approach. However, results showed that only one of the ten 


school principals indicated that he/she is offering classes in Grade 9. Again, four 


of the school principals had attended workshops on outcomes-based education 


with three indicating that the duration was one day while the fourth indicated that 


the workshop lasted for two weeks. The general agreement from those who 


attended workshops was that the content was basically an orientation to the OBE 


approach. Opinions differ as to whether the OBE approach is working or not. Five 


Chart 4: Principals' rating of 
Grade 9 learner performance
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of the respondents agree that it is working while four hold the view that the OBE 


approach is not working and one is uncertain as to whether it is working or not. 


Only one respondent among the four who attended the workshops feels that it is 


not working whereas from the six who did not attend five of them feel it is not 


working while one is uncertain. In short, there were mixed views on whether the 


OBE approach was working or not. 


 


4.2.6. School-based training programmes and application of management 
tools 
Principals were asked about their training programmes and the extent to which 


educator appraisals were undertaken. Eight of the ten school principals say their 


schools do not organize school-based training programmes. Table 7 indicates 


that the process of appraisal is applied in a widely different manner without any 


commonly-held practice. 


 


Table 8: Appraisal of educators 


Value label Value Absolute frequency Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative 


frequency 


Once a month 1      1        10%       10% 


Once a quarter 2      1        10%       20% 


Once a semester 3      6        60%       80% 


Once a year 4      2        20%     100% 


Never 5      0          0%     100% 


Total     10      100%  
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The study results showed that appraisal on educator performance is conducted 


arbitrarily. One school conducts it once in a month, the other one once in a 


quarter while six schools conduct it once in a semester, and lastly, two schools 


conducting it once in a year. When asked on how often the school conducts 


appraisals, two of the principals showed either ignorance or confusion. One 


boldly remarked as follows; 


 ‘We are no longer doing appraisal, we are now implementing IQMS (Integrated 


Quality Management System)’. 


 


The other one said; ‘To tell the truth we are lost about these things, because 


when we start to understand appraisal, now the department wants us to 


implement the IQMS which is very complicated. We just fill the forms when they 


require them to be on the safe side of the law, but really we are lost’. 


 


Responses regarding the support offered by the management to educators are 


really not inspiring. Some of the responses are as follows: 


‘How can the principal offer any support while he himself is in the dark about how 


this OBE really works? Every educator uses his own innovation’. 


 


Chart 4: Frequency distribution 
on the appraisal of educators
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Another retorted; ‘The principal is not trained to offer any support on OBE’. 


Two other respondents indicated that they offer support during staff meetings 


discussions by allowing educators with problems to raise them.  


 


4.2.7. Application of management tools 
The application of management tools shows a great diversity of approaches. 


Despite following the school time-table, only one of the ten schools makes use of 


both the educator attendance register and the learner attendance register. 


Teacher work plans are controlled by the heads of departments in 50% of the 


schools. Principals and head of departments do not provide for pedagogical 


support, mechanisms and strategies to promote better implementation of the 


OBE approach. Most of the learners’ work is kept in exercise books and no 


learner profiles are kept in any of the ten schools. School policies of all ten 


schools have no reference to OBE activities and programmes. Three of the ten 


schools have the operational plans on how to improve learner performance, but 


the focus is more on classes higher than Grade 9. None of the ten schools has 


school-based staff development programmes in place.  


 


All schools implement the performance appraisal system and educators’ 


assessment of learners is moderated by all schools, although there are no well-


coordinated school moderation teams. There is no consistency in the use and 


control of educator work plans. Eight of the ten schools do not apply mechanisms 


to monitor and control the planning of work by educators. However, it was found 


that in one school educators do hold meetings on curricular matters. In 30% of 


the schools there are initiatives taken to reward and award incentives to 


educators who perform well in their subjects or Learning Areas. Whereas all 


schools have codes of conduct and disciplinary procedures in place, there are no 


written conflict management programmes to ensure consistency in addressing 


discipline in the schools. In short, all these factors and practices impact on how 


the OBE approach is operationalized and consequently, on the achievement 


levels of learners.    
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4.3. EDUCATORS 
 


Fifty educators were sampled and forty-six of them were able to return the 


questionnaires that had been issued out. The respondents display the following 


characteristics: 


Gender  


Gender No. Percentage 


Male 22 47,8% 


Female 24 52,2% 


Total 46 100% 


 


It is apparent from the gender statistics that females constitute the majority of 


educators. 


   


Age distribution 


Age group 


and Gender  


24 and less 25-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 Total


Male    -    3    12     6    1    22 


Female    1    4    15     4    -    24 


Total    1    7    27    10    1    46 


 


Clearly, over 80% of the educators are in the middle and older age categories 


(i.e. 36-45 and 46-55). 


 


Working experience 


Experience 


and Gender 


<3yrs 4-7 8-11 12-15 16-19 20 and more


years 


Total 


Male   2 3 3   5   5  4 22 


Female   4 2 1   6   9  2 24 


Total   6 5 4 11 14  6 46 
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Results on working experience of educators showed that the majority of the 


sampled educators were experienced (i.e. 11 had between 12-15 years of 


experience and 14 had between 16-19 years). 


 
4.3.1. Educators’ understanding of the concept of OBE  


In terms of responses, educators seem to have a fair understanding of the 


outcomes-based education as a concept. Six of the respondents did not 


comment on their understanding of the concept. In their descriptions of the OBE 


concept, the majority of responses frequently include words or phrases such as 


learner-centred, learner-paced, activity-based, goal-orientated, practical 


application of knowledge and skills, active involvement of learners, mastery of 


skills and knowledge, and learning focusing on skills, values, knowledge and 


attitudes. Most educators (37 of 46) generally hold the view that the OBE and the 


non-OBE teaching approach differ in that the former is child- or learner-centred 


and group-based while the latter is teacher-centred and the focus is on the 


individual and content. However, 3 indicated that there is no difference while the 


other 6 did not comment on the differences. Educators’ descriptions of their 


teaching approaches vary across the spectrum and these descriptions are 


summarized in table 9 below. 


 


Table 9: Educators’ descriptions of their teaching approaches 


Teaching approach Value Absolute  


frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative 


frequency 


Outcomes-Based    1     10     21,7%     21,7% 


Non-OBE    2     16     34,8%     56,5% 


Mixed    3     20     43,5%     100% 


 Total      46     100%     100% 


 


4.3.2. Educator training and teaching approach  


Of the 46 respondents, 17 (36,96%) indicated that they received training while 29 


(63,04%) indicated that they did not. From the 17 who received training, 8 
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indicated that the training was adequate while the other 9 felt it was inadequate. 


The most frequent responses on the content was that it consisted mainly the 


principles of OBE, the relationship between critical outcomes, developmental 


outcomes and learning outcomes and the integration of outcomes within and 


across learning areas. Again, 8 respondents agree while 9 disagree that due to 


the training they are sufficiently skilled on how to teach within the OBE 


framework. 


 
4.3.3. Conditions and practices in schools  


Table 9 summarizes the responses of educators on the extent to which the 


school working conditions are conducive to the success of OBE approach to 


teaching. It shows that only 15,2% of educators believe the conditions are 


conducive  whereas 80,4% disagrees with this view. 


 


Table 10: Conduciveness of school conditions to the success of OBE approach 


Value label Value Absolute  


frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative


frequency 


Strongly agree   1      1      2,2%     2,2% 


Agree   2      6    13,0%     15.2% 


Disagree   3    12    26,1%     41,3% 


Strongly disagree   4    25    54,3%     95,6% 


Do not know   5      2       4,4%     100% 


Total     46    100%     100% 


 


Only 8 (17.4%) believe that the OBE approach is successfully applied in their 


schools while 38 (82,6%) do not believe so. Forty (i.e. 87,0%) of the respondents 


indicated that there are no systems and structures at school to provide for in-


service training while 6 (13%) indicated that they do have them. Collaboration 


among educators regarding joint planning of instructional programmes is 


generally low (76,1%) as indicated in table 10. 
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Table 10: Educator collaboration on joint planning of instructional programmes 


Value label Value Absolute  


frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative


frequency 


Very high   1      0      0,0%       0,0% 


High   2    11    23,9%     23,9% 


Low   3    23    50,0%     73,9% 


Very low   4    12    26,1%     100% 


Total     46     100%     100% 


 


As to whether or not educators hold Learning area or learning phase meetings in 


schools, 80,4% of educators do not do so while 19,6% indicated they do hold 


meetings. Table 12 shows that of the 9 (19,6%) who hold meetings do so with 


different regularity. 


 


Table 12: The frequency of Learning Area meetings in schools 


Value label Value Absolute 


frequency 


Relative frequency Cumulative 


frequency 


Once a week 1    1     11,1%     11,1% 


Once a month 2    1     11,1%     22,2% 


Once a quarter 3    6     66,7%     88,9% 


Once a year 4    1     11,1%     100% 


Total     9     100%      100% 


 


Those who do not hold these meetings state the common constraints as the poor 


levels of educator training, lack of understanding and knowledge on OBE 


approach, work overload, no one taking responsibility and the lack of sufficient 


time.  


 


Table 12 indicates that since the introduction of the OBE approach, schools 


generally have not adapted school management systems and practices to align 


with the OBE framework. 
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Table 13: Alignment of school management systems and practices to the OBE 


framework. 


Value label Value Absolute  


frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative


frequency 


Strongly agree   1      0      0,0%       0,0% 


Agree   2    16    34,8%     34,8% 


Disagree   3    17    36,9%     71,7% 


Strongly disagree   4      8    17,4%     89,1% 


Do not know   5      5     10,9%      100% 


Total     46    100%      100% 


 


 


Educators were asked how often they ensure that all learners meet the required 


assessment standards before introducing a new theme. Their responses are 


shown in table 14 below. 


 


Table 13: Meeting the required assessment standards before introducing a new 


theme 


Value label Value Absolute 


frequency 


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative 


frequency 


Always    1     10     21,7%     21,7% 


Very often    2       7     15,2%     36,9% 


Sometimes    3     20     43,5%     80,4% 


Seldom    4       7     15,2%     95,6% 


Never    5       2       4,4%     100% 


Total      46   100,0%     100% 


 


On whether learning outcomes are possible to assess in their current framework, 


22 respondents said yes, while the other 22 said no and the last 2 could not tell. 


Table 15 summarizes different views expressed by educators on the suitability of 


the OBE learning tasks to Grade 9 learners. Similarly, 20 respondents agree with 
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the statement while the other 20 also disagree with the statement and the 


remaining 6 indicated that they did not know. Twenty-five (54,3%) of the 


educators agree that the way OBE approach is implemented ensures effective 


training of learners to achieve the stated outcomes as opposed to the 19 (41,3%) 


who disagree and the other 2 who could not tell. However, about 17 (37,0%) 


educators agree that there is great evidence for the achievement of the stated 


learning outcomes while 25 (54,3%) disagree and the other 4 (8,7%) gave no 


responses. 


 


4.3.4. Constraints and support needed in implementing OBE approach 


Educators frequently mentioned the following areas as the common difficulties 


that they meet in teaching in the OBE curriculum. Table 15 lists these difficulties 


as arranged from the most frequent to the least frequent as mentioned by the 


respondents. 


 


Table 15: Common difficulties in teaching the OBE curriculum 


• Large classes (overcrowding) 


• Lack of understanding of the approach 


• Poor  or insufficient educator training in teaching in the OBE approach 


• Low level of participation by learners in group discussions 


• Insufficient time for OBE tasks and activities 


• Difficulties in designing Learning Programmes 


• Lack of academic support from departmental officials 


• Lack of appropriate infrastructure (chairs, tables, equipment, etc.) 


• Language barrier or learners not understanding English 


• Lack of learning support materials (LSMs) 
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4.4. LEARNERS 
The researcher held focus group discussion sessions with learners. The focus 


groups consisted of 12 learners (6 from each gender group) in each of the ten 


schools. Questions to the learners enquired into their understanding of the OBE 


concept, how the concept is operationalized within particular schools, learners’ 


views on the role of OBE in transformation, the nature of support that learners 


receive and the support which they expect to help them succeed in their studies, 


and other related questions.  


 
4.4.1. The OBE concept: its usefulness and role in social transformation 
Learners were given a piece of paper each with the word “OBE” written on it and 


each was requested to write what the abbreviation stands for in the context of the 


education system. Twenty-four or 20% of the 120 learners responded correctly. 


On the question of their understanding of the concept, learners’ responses varied 


greatly. The most common responses centred on the description of OBE concept 


as an education system that is equal for all; black and white learners, it helps 


learners to learn many things by offering many Learning Areas, it empowers 


them with knowledge and prepares them to get employment after finishing 


school.  


 


Learners describe the teaching and learning situation in OBE as one where 


educators generally dominate by spending most of the time teaching. There is 


occasional use of groups, but most group members keep quiet as they cannot 


express themselves well in the English language. 


 


Learners view the usefulness of the OBE curriculum as being about free quality 


education for all, and the curriculum empowers them with various skills and 


broad knowledge by offering many Learning Areas and offers opportunities to 


learn the English language. Table 16 shows the responses of the learners on 


their views with regard to the usefulness of the OBE approach. Although these 


are aggregate responses, there were different views within the same institution. 
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   Table 16: Learners’ views on the usefulness of the OBE approach to teaching 


Value label Value Absolute  


frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative


frequency 


Strongly agree   1    26     21,7%     21,7% 


Agree   2    74    61,7%     83,4% 


Disagree   3      6      5,0%     88,4% 


Strongly disagree   4      3      2,5%     90,9% 


Do not know   5    11      9,2%     100% 


Total   120     100%     100% 


  


 


4.4.2. Challenges faced by learners in learning 
The learners mentioned many challenges that relate to their learning and 


teaching situation. The challenges that are listed here are those that were 


frequently mentioned or have been mentioned more than once. 


 


Learners indicated that educators are impatient with them and this is related to 


them (learners) being afraid or ashamed to ask for clarity in areas that they do 


not understand. In many cases, educators just teach without ensuring that all 


learners are able to master the work at the end of the lessons. Learners charge 


that educators have a tendency to apply favoritism on and discrimination against 


some of them, particularly against learners who perform poorly. Learners further 


charge that educators still administer corporal punishment, they (educators) give 


tasks but these are not frequently monitored or controlled, thus, learners usually 


copy the work from each other. In some cases, educators do not give feedback 


or apply remedial teaching on the given work even though most learners did not 


perform well in that work. Some days or weeks are heavily loaded with 


homework tasks and activities whereas in other days or weeks there is very little 


work to do. Some educators give lots of notes without sufficient explanation 


particularly when tests are nearer. 
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Learners also do not have effective mechanisms to control noise during the 


period when an educator is absent from class. Some learners are bully and 


sometimes do not show due respect to educators and others do not do the given 


work or tasks. Some of the tasks are too difficult for learners and they have no 


one to help them complete the tasks, this is more serious in child-headed 


families. 


 


On infrastructural issues, learners listed the lack of adequate classrooms, chairs, 


tables and desks as a very common problem. The lack of ablution facilities was 


also mentioned frequently by learners.  


 


4.4.3. The nature of support received and expected by learners 
Most learners indicated that they receive little support from parents as the 


majority of these parents are illiterate. Most of the tasks that learners are given to 


do at home are usually difficult for parents to understand. However, in some 


cases some of the parents do check the progress of learners, but mainly 


progress reports, and encourage learners to improve their school-work. This form 


of encouragement is just verbal, and there is no indication of real engagement in 


the actual tasks of learners. Educators happen to teach school-work selectively 


in that some of the work is skipped or notes are given without thorough 


explanation. Remedial work is seldom done to help those learners who are 


struggling to understand the work under review. Other fellow learners are less 


helpful as most of the tasks are also difficult for them, even those who already 


passed the grade. The learners’ representative councils (LRC’s) are less 


academically involved. They are mainly involved in planning of school tours and 


extra-curricular activities. None of the learners ever came into contact with 


departmental officials in the learning context. In short, learners do not get the 


necessary support from other stakeholders except their subject educators. 


 


Learners expect parents to respect their time for study by not giving them too 


many family chores and responsibilities to manage. Parents need to motivate 
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learners to do well at school by providing them with all school requirements. 


Educators are called upon to be more patient, not be overly sarcastic and avoid 


being judgmental and applying preferential treatment or favoritism when dealing 


with learners. Educators need to attend all lesson periods, explain all notes in a 


proper manner so that all learners can understand and if some are still lagging 


behind individual or remedial work must be embarked upon. They need to 


provide quality, effective teaching and give feedback on all work done as well as 


control and monitor learners’ work on regular basis. In relation to assessment, 


educators are called upon to give a scope of the work that learners are to be 


tested on, and examine them on work already written in class or home tasks. 


 


Learners themselves must work cooperatively together, organize study groups 


and attend extra lessons after normal teaching. The departmental officials are 


called upon to provide more classrooms, school furniture, sufficient textbooks 


and computers. 


 
4.5. PARENTS 


 


Members of the school governing bodies (SGB’s) were targeted to be 


participants in the focus group discussions. Four parents per school were to be 


selected as research participants. Of the expected forty parents, eighteen were 


able to participate in focus group discussions. These parents are from the seven 


schools as in the other three schools no parents turned up for discussions. Two 


parents made themselves available in four of the ten schools, three each from 


two schools and four parents from one other school.  


 


It was found that 14 (or 77,8%) of SGB members did have their own children as 


learners in the schools while the other 4 (or 22,2%) members did not have their 


own biological children as learners in the schools in which they served. Table 17 


represents the educational levels of the parents (respondents). 
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Table 17: Level of education: parents  


Value label Value Absolute  


Frequency


Relative 


frequency 


Cumulative


frequency 


No schooling   1     3    16,7%     16,7% 


Lower primary   2     3    16,7%     33,4% 


Higher primary   3     3    16,7%     50,1% 


Junior secondary   4     4    22,2%     72,3% 


Senior secondary   5     3    16,7%     89,0% 


Post-matric   6     2    11,0%   100,0% 


Total    18  100,0%   100,0% 


 


The majority of parents had difficulties in describing what they understand on the 


concept of OBE approach to teaching. The general perception is that it is a new 


system of education that replaces the old Bantu education. Some parents feel 


the OBE approach is problematic to both the learners and the educators because 


of the high failure rates by learners. Parents are equally divided as to the benefits 


of the OBE approach with 50% in agreement that it is beneficial to learners, while 


about 27,8% disagree and the other 22,2% do not know. 


 


Almost all schools indicated that there are no formal mechanisms created to 


involve parents in matters relating to the curriculum. The SGB members usually 


arrange meetings per quarter but these are poorly attended with the exception of 


the end-of-year meetings at which learners’ final report cards are collected. It is 


at these meetings that parents are encouraged to regularly monitor the work of 


the learners. Parents indicate that the complexity of the new education system 


makes it difficult for them to monitor their children’s schoolwork and progress. 


Not all parent components of the SGB’s are actively involved in their elected 


duties and this creates problems for parents to also be involved in the drawing of 


school policies, codes of conduct and the development of the curriculum. The 


support offered by parents involves taking part in disciplinary measures involving 


their individual learners. Beside this form of support, parents are hardly involved 
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in any other capacities in the education of the learners since most parents are 


illiterate or working away from home. Thus, many families are headed by children 


and no one takes responsibility of support for their learning. 


 


Most parents indicated that the main problems in learning relate to the misuse of 


freedom and rights by learners. The other common problems are the lack of 


support by parents, the lack of respect by learners towards both parents and 


educators and the high rate of failures by learners. Some parents believe the 


OBE approach is complicated and too demanding for them.  


 


4.6. Analysis and interpretation of findings 
In this section the information presented above is analyzed and interpreted in an 


integrated way in alignment with the research questions and objectives stated at 


the beginning of this study. Therefore, the data is analyzed and interpreted not 


only to capture the research questions and objectives, but also shows how the 


data link and relate to each other. 


 


4.6.1. Conditions in schools 
Table 2 summarizes some of the important information about the conditions in 


schools. From the table, it appears that six of the ten schools are large schools 


(i.e. post level 4) which means they have the learner population of over 500 per 


school whereas the other four schools have learner population of less than 500 


per school. The average number of Grade 9 classes in the circuit is almost 2 


(that is; 1,7) while the average number of learners per class is almost 57 with the 


highest average number of learners being 106 while the lowest is 33. In eight of 


the ten schools some educators offer more than one Learning Area in Grade 9. It 


is evident from this information that classrooms are seriously overcrowded and 


this situation presents daunting challenges for the educators in the 


implementation of the outcomes-based education approach. The practices of 


applying remedial teaching and paying individual attention to each learner 


becomes problematic for educators and this leads to a situation where the 
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principle of ‘all learners can succeed’ is put at risk. As stated in the literature 


study, it has been found that in many countries where OBE approach was 


successfully implemented class sizes ranged between 25 and 30 learners per 


class. Furthermore, the fact that some educators offer more than one Learning 


Area can be a reflection of understaffing of educator personnel and those 


available are overloaded with work. It seems educators have no specific area of 


specialization in a particular Learning Area and subject planning cuts across 


various Learning Areas. Under such conditions, the OBE approach would not be 


effectively implemented unless there are major interventions to provide more 


classes and more educators.  


 


Table 10 reflects that only 15,2% of educators view their working conditions as 


conducive to teaching while 80,4% hold the opposing view. This implies that 


educators have to work hard to overcome the negative conditions in which they 


work. The age distribution and the working experience of educators reveal a 


disturbing picture. The age groups of 36-45 and 46-55 years are heavily loaded, 


thus, indicating that the majority of educators are ageing. This picture is 


confirmed by the advanced working experience of these educators whereby a 


large number of them have working experience of over 10 years. This implies 


that few of the educators have been professionally trained in the teaching of the 


OBE approach. The current educators are likely to take a long time in embracing 


the OBE approach and appear to be resistant to the new teaching methodology. 


This is because they have long been teaching through the traditional content-


based approach.   


 


Some schools are faced with the problems of shortage of furniture such as 


tables, chairs and desks as well as lack of toilets and classrooms. In addition to 


the need for provision of additional classrooms, there is also a pressing need for 


the repair and rebuilding of the available classrooms. This is evident from Tables 


2 and 3 which respectively show the quality of school building materials and the 


physical conditions of classroom buildings. More than 50% of schools are in a 
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poor state and need to be repaired and this exercise is likely to take a large 


chunk of finances which could be expended elsewhere for the development of 


educator capacity.  


 


In some cases, the poor state of school buildings can be associated with the lack 


of security in schools. Most schools seem unable to afford to employ security 


guards at all times and only two schools were found to have security guards 


during the day, albeit professionally untrained. There is free entry into and exit 


out of the other eight schools, except one where the school gate is kept locked 


for most part of the day and only unlocked during breaks and after school hours. 


The lack of security could lead to situations where school buildings and school 


properties are vandalized. Under these circumstances schools would be trapped 


in a situation where most of the expenditure is on school repair and maintenance 


and replacement of vandalized properties to the neglect of other pedagogical 


activities.  


 


Furthermore, the learners’ chances of learning in an environment conducive to 


teaching and learning are compromised. In schools where fences are either 


falling over or having holes learners have the opportunity to sneak away and 


dodge some lessons, particularly during periods when some of the educators are 


absent from school. Learners in schools that do not have usable toilets use the 


nearby bushes to relieve themselves. Thus, valuable time for learning is lost if a 


learner requests to relieve himself/herself during lessons. 


 


Table 5 represents the availability of learning resources and facilities in the ten 


schools. Fifty percent of schools have an undersupply of books and fifty percent 


have no well-equipped libraries. The existing libraries and science laboratories 


are merely ordinary classrooms that have been converted to serve the 


associated purposes. The fact that all schools have access to electricity presents 


potential opportunities for the installation and use of computer laboratories and 


connection to the internet for those schools with functional telephone lines, and 
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subsequently, computer-aided methods can be applied to facilitate the success 


of the OBE approach. The shortage of learning resources and facilities implies 


that much of the work is derived from only the available textbooks and learners 


face the difficulties of supplementing or enriching the work offered by the 


educator in class. This situation has an impact on the OBE principle of ‘expanded 


opportunities’ that allows learners to acquire further skills and knowledge. 


Consequently, the chances of learners developing into researchers as required 


by the critical outcomes are compromised. 


 


The set of conditions described above present very challenging situations for 


both the learners and the educators. Despite the government’s good intentions to 


bring about social transformation through an outcomes-based approach, the 


conditions in schools seem to debilitate against the successful implementation of 


this approach. In other words, the government is trying to bring about social 


change in an environment whose conditions work exactly against the change 


process. How does an educator organize manageable learner groups while some 


are seated comfortably on chairs while others are fiddling around on blocks of 


bricks? It becomes problematic for both the learners to communicate effectively 


and for the educator to move around in a facilitative capacity in such situations. It 


has been stated that the classrooms are also overcrowded and this offers little 


space for facilitative work and thus educators may revert to using the traditional, 


non-OBE methods of teaching. In sum, the conditions in schools are not 


conducive to the smooth implementation of the OBE approach. Ultimately, the 


programme of social transformation through the education system will be 


seriously hampered and the country’s development efforts suffer enormously 


through the shortage of well-trained and skilled personnel.    


 


4.6.2 Understanding of the Outcomes-Based approach and its role in 
social transformation 


In their descriptions of the OBE concept, both the educators and principals seem 


to have a good understanding of what the concept is. They have a basic idea of 
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what the concept entails or what it means. However, educators provided more 


detailed and accurate descriptions of the concept than the principals. In both 


groups, there is a continuum on the degree of understanding of the OBE concept 


spanning from the somewhat shallow to the detailed description of OBE 


approach. The most common phrase in almost all descriptions is that the OBE 


approach is learner-centred. Although their descriptions of the concept were fairly 


adequate, few of the educators and the principals were able to make a clear 


connection between the concept and its role in social transformation. This 


situation may be influenced by the experiences of respondents in relation to their 


perceptions of the workability of the OBE approach. Almost half the number 


(47,8%) of educators agree that the intended learning outcomes are possible to 


assess in their current framework while the other half disagrees with the 


statement. It is evident from table 15 that educators are generally equally divided 


on the issue of whether OBE tasks are suitable to Grade 9 learners. Again, only 


37,0% of the educators agree that there is great evidence for the achievement of 


the stated learning outcomes.  


 


Table 6 indicates that about 50% of principals feel the OBE concept is working 


while Table 9 indicates that only 21,7% of educators described their teaching 


approach as outcomes-based in character. All these perceptions reflect that 


educators and principals are in the midst of a transitional phase wherein some 


have already adapted to the OBE approach whilst others are still entangled in the 


old content-based approach to teaching. The foregoing information implies that if 


educators and principals fail to realize or recognize the relationship between the 


OBE approach and social transformation it will be difficult for them to use this 


approach as a vehicle for social transformation. 


 


Learners and parents are barely able to provide insightful definitions or 


descriptions of the OBE concept. On the role of OBE in social transformation, 


learners do realize and acknowledge that this teaching approach does have a 


positive role in social transformation. They realize that the OBE education system 
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can help to promote equity between and among all learners; black and white, as 


they all learn under the same education system. The OBE curriculum or 


education system can help to promote mutual understanding between different 


racial groups. It has the potential to reduce social discrimination, promote 


multilingualism and cross-cultural learning and equips all learners with useful 


mathematical skills. Again, the curriculum helps learners to learn about different 


cultures, communicate effectively and to identify and solve problems. It also 


prepares them for the future world of work and to work well with others. Whereas 


most learners are agreed that the OBE teaching and learning adequately equips 


them with lifelong learning skills, they can hardly substantiate how the curriculum 


helps them in the choice of careers.  


 
4.6.3. The nature of training and support offered to educators 
It must be pointed from the beginning that from the crop of educators who have 


been interviewed none of them has been taught through the outcomes-based 


approach. By the time the OBE approach was introduced most of the educators 


were already in the teaching field. At the time of the study almost 37% of the 


educators had received training through workshops in the application of the OBE 


approach. The majority views of those who attended the training workshops are 


that the content was basically an orientation with the OBE approach. Almost half 


the number of those who attended training felt that the training was inadequate 


and therefore, the training did not sufficiently skill or empower them on how to 


teach within the OBE framework.  


 


The most worrying factor is that principals seem to be less involved in facilitating 


the training of educators at school level. There is a high reliance on externally-


organized training workshops. It may be argued that this situation is borne out of 


the fact that principals feel less confident about how the OBE approach needs to 


be applied. The principals’ low level of involvement in training matters could be a 


reflection of limited understanding of the dynamics of OBE processes. The 


implication is that there is lack of internal development and empowerment at local 
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level and this brings with it problems relating to the management of control and 


monitoring processes. Struggling educators are simply on their own and this 


could lead to them being demotivated. About 87,0% of the educators indicated 


that their schools have no systems and structures in place to provide for in-


service training. In many cases, even those who returned from training 


workshops did not report to or train the other educators who did not attend the 


training. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that many educators (80,4%) 


responded that they do not hold Learning area or learning phase meetings. 


Therefore, it is possible to find educators within the same school using three or 


more different teaching approaches on the same learners. Some educators 


continue to use the traditional, content-based approach; others will strive to 


implement the new, outcomes-based approach; and others straddle these two 


different approaches. As a consequence, learners are likely to become confused 


as they may tend to prefer some Learning Areas on the basis of the degree to 


which that applied approach helps them in achieving their main educational goal; 


that is; to perform well or pass tests. Assessments are also be done differently as 


some educators base the essence of learner success and competence largely on 


tests while others apply assessment on a continuous basis. Such a situation 


sacrifices the achievement of the critical and the developmental outcomes which 


are crucial towards social transformation. 


 


 It has been stated that only four of the ten principals attended training 


workshops and only one of the ten principals is offering lessons in Grade 9. This 


could be interpreted as an indication of a sense of seniority that is associated 


with the principals’ positions whereby principals tend to offer lessons in only 


higher classes, particularly in Grade 12. In this way, principals remain detached 


from the challenges facing educators at lower grades, and consequently, no 


proactive actions are taken to address deficiencies in the learning and teaching 


processes. Educators receive little or no support not only from principals, but also 


from the other important stakeholders.  
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Business people are described as the worst providers of support, followed by 


parents, then school governing bodies and departmental officials. School 


Management Teams (SMTs) are doing relatively well in supporting educators 


with 26,1% of the educators indicated that the SMT support is sufficient. The 


involvement of and the support offered by parents in curricular matters is very 


minimal. The main constraints mentioned by the respondents are that of low 


literacy levels or illiteracy of the majority of parents, lack of knowledge and 


understanding on curricular issues relating to the OBE approach and the 


prevalence of child-headed families whereby parents are far from home for a 


larger part of the year. Even those who attend school meetings come mainly 


during times when they are to collect learner progress reports, not primarily to 


discuss curriculum issues. Generally, educators receive very little support both 


within and outside the school environment.  


 


In the context of the above information, it appears that not enough emphasis and 


consideration have been put on training. This implies that the critical aspect of 


teacher empowerment has been ignored or, in the least, it was done in an 


uncoordinated fashion. There seems to be no tangible plan on how to capacitate 


educators in the teaching of the OBE approach. This plan will help to bring order 


and purpose and there will be consistency and unity of purpose among educators 


as each will know the expected level and standard of performance in their 


respective Learning Areas. The major constraints for not conducting school-


based training programmes are listed as inadequate or lack of knowledge and 


understanding on OBE, time constraints, and lack of knowledgeable facilitators 


within the school. However, concerted collaborative efforts by all stakeholders 


will go a long way towards addressing the identified constraints.  


 
4.6.4. How OBE approach is operationalized (practices and strategies) 
Despite the educators’ generally good description of the concept of outcomes 


based education approach, the approaches that they apply to teaching show a 


great degree of variations. Table 9 reveals that 21,7% of the educators view their 
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approaches as outcomes-based while 38,8% describe theirs as non-OBE 


approaches and the rest apply a hybrid of the two approaches. It is unlikely that 


these practices will help achieve the critical and developmental outcomes to the 


same degree or level of satisfaction. Learners have described the offering of 


lessons as mainly that dominated by the educators. Educators take longer 


periods of their lessons teaching learners rather than guiding them to learn and 


discover knowledge on their own. This could be a reflection of the lack of trust by 


educators on their learners or symptoms of the educators’ resistance to change.  


 


Table 13 displays that more than 65% of educators indicated that their schools 


did not make changes to their management systems and practices to align with 


the OBE framework. Table 11 reveals that educators are operating individually in 


a fragmented way in that about 76.1% of them indicated that collaboration on 


joint planning of instructional programmes is generally low. Furthermore, it has 


been stated that about 80,4% of educators responded that their schools do not 


hold Learning Area or learning phase meetings. At present, educators operate in 


a haphazard manner in that some can still introduce a new theme although 


learners have not yet achieved the required assessment standards. Table 13 


displays this information and it shows a great degree of variation that reflects lack 


of coordination of activities. Such a picture points to a set of circumstances 


where the aims, goals and purposes of outcomes-based education would be 


defeated. It is not surprising when almost half the number of educators find 


learning outcomes difficult to assess in their current framework. In addition, a 


paltry 37,0% of the educators agree that there is great evidence for the 


achievement of the stated learning outcomes as against 25 (54,3%) educators 


who hold the opposing view and the other 4 (8,7%) could not tell. This point is 


corroborated by the fact that 82,6% of educators do not believe that the OBE 


approach is successfully implemented in their schools. The very people who are 


charged with the task of bringing about systemic changes find little evidence of 


success almost non-existent. This situation suggests that educators are seriously 


in the dark concerning the core area of their operation. Therefore, training 
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workshops need not focus only on the methodological aspect, but also on 


changing the attitudes of educators as well as on relations between learners and 


educators. Learners complain that educators are impatient with them and 


sometimes there is no feedback to their work which is also not regularly 


controlled and monitored. 


 


It appears from the main problem area lies within the centre of responsibility. 


There is lack of initiatives among educators and principals to coordinate teaching 


activities. If the stated sets of conditions are left to continue in this way, there is 


no way that the intended transformation will be actualized. By virtue of not 


offering lessons in the lower grades, principals might have missed out on 


opportunities to attend OBE training workshops. This situation leaves them in a 


strategically weak position because they seem disempowered to influence the 


course and depth of OBE implementation in their schools. On the basis of the 


authority conferred on them, principals must take the initiatives and lead the way 


by coordinating teaching and learning processes. The most commonly held view 


among principals, as indicated in the majority of responses, is that the required 


support is mainly of training workshops for educators on OBE approach. 


Ironically, respondents who feel training workshops are required; do not view 


themselves, but only educators, as needing that kind of training support.  


 


Departmental officials need to introduce a multi-faceted training programme that 


targets primarily the principals who will subsequently be tasked with the 


responsibility to ensure that the OBE approach is effectively implemented in their 


schools. This programme must also cater for the addressing of attitudinal 


changes in educators regarding their teaching approaches and their relation to 


the learners. 
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4.6.5. Challenges and constraints faced in the implementation of OBE 
approach 


The study enumerates a number of constrains and challenges relating to the 


implementation of the OBE approach. These constraints and challenges originate 


from a variety of sources but they are interconnected since they collectively 


impact on the successful implementation of the OBE approach. The extent of 


their impact on learning varies in the degree of importance to each of the affected 


groups. But the overall impact is likely to be great on the intended final 


beneficiaries who, in this case, are the learners. Although some of the problems 


are common among all respondents, there are others which are of special critical 


importance in that they have a direct immediate impact both over the short and 


the long term period. Furthermore, the success of the OBE approach is greatly 


dependent on the resolution of these challenges. 


 


Table 15 enumerates various constraints expressed by the educators. The most 


frequent challenges relate to the phenomenon of overcrowding and lack of 


understanding of the approach. If educators fail to grasp the essence of the OBE 


approach it will be difficult for them to design effective Learning Programmes. As 


a result, learners will be at the mercy of the competence of individual educators. 


The absence of the relevant academic support and continuous educator 


empowerment makes a mockery of the necessity of the OBE approach. This 


makes some educators to become disillusioned and revert to the trusted and 


tested content-based approach which they have long been accustomed to. The 


rest of the challenges and constraints in Table 14 are self-explanatory. 


 


From the challenges expressed by the learners, it can be concluded that 


educators are a long way from taking the expected paradigm shift. Some 


educators are said to be still applying discrimination, favoritism and administering 


corporal punishment. These practices are against the intent and purposes of the 


OBE approach since this approach is underlined by the critical and 


developmental outcomes which are inspired by the Constitution of the Republic 
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of South Africa. Learners learn more by observation than by what they are told. 


Therefore, these undemocratic tendencies displayed by the educators will be 


implanted in the minds of learners.  


 
4.6.6. How learners are affected by the way OBE approach is implemented 
Normally, the implementation or introduction of any programme is intended to 


bring about positive changes or impact on the beneficiaries of that particular 


programme. However, it sometimes happens that some unforeseen negative 


changes are brought about by the programme and these must be identified and 


effectively dealt with. Although there are many potential positive impacts of OBE 


approach, here the focus is on those practices or factors that may lead to 


negative impacts and, consequently, the hindrances towards the realization of 


goals for social transformation. As stated earlier in the literature, the OBE 


approach is linked to South Africa’s human resources development strategy. Its 


success has been evaluated in terms of the degree to which it meets this goal 


and other related goals. 


 


The phenomenon of overcrowding in schools implies that some learners miss on 


the opportunities to receive individual attention. Overcrowded classrooms affect 


the nature and quality of assessment that educators need to undertake in 


ensuring the degree to which learning outcomes are achieved or not achieved. It 


is worrying that only 36,9% of educators (Table 14) indicated that they always or 


very often introduce new themes when learners have met the required 


assessment standards. 


 


Working conditions within schools affect the attitudes and levels of commitment 


of educators. A paltry 15,2% of educators view their working conditions as not 


conducive for the success of the OBE approach. There is an urgent need to look 


into the nature and extent of the impact of the existing conditions in schools. 


There is a need also to be proactive in dealing with safety and security issues 


before any negative activities start to occur in schools. It has been reported that 
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schools have just rudimentary means of security wherein there are no trained 


security guards and no use of student identification cards. The conditions of 


violence prevailing in many South African schools thrive on situations similar to 


the ones revealed through this study. For instance, the lack of basic ablution 


facilities poses a great heath risk to both learners and the educators. 


Furthermore, valuable time is lost when learners fall sick or take longer time-off 


to relieve themselves to places outside the school vicinity. 


 


The quantity and quality of the available learning facilities also impact of the 


quality of learning. Although the situation is not hopeless, there is a serious need 


to allocate or acquire learning facilities that will assist in the implementation of 


OBE approach. Learning support materials should be adequately available to 


help learners use them for research purposes and enrich their learning in terms 


of expanded opportunities. 


 


It has been stated that appraisal of educators through the Integrated Quality 


Management System (IQMS) is done arbitrarily. This implies that the critical tool 


to monitor and evaluate performance is not applied as required in terms of the 


expectations of the OBE approach. Therefore, little or inadequate measures will 


be taken to verify the degree to which the programme is satisfying the intended 


goals. As a result, loopholes and problem areas in the implementation process 


are simply ignored and this results in corrective intervention strategies being 


neglected. Learners as beneficiaries of the programme are the ones who are 


directly affected in a negative way. 


 


The lack of support for educators in teaching affects the extent of success in the 


implementation of the OBE approach. This lack of support leads to a situation 


where education is seen as separate from community life. The knowledge that 


learners acquire becomes seen as irrelevant to the day-to-day lives of learners. 


On the other hand, schools are supposed to be centres of community life and, 
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thus, stronger ties between the schools and communities need to be forged for 


the benefit of learners. 


 


The low level of literacy among the majority of parents and their limited 


understanding of the OBE curriculum imply that parents experience difficulties in 


assisting learners with challenging tasks that need to be completed at home. 


Such a situation helps to consolidate views that learning seems to be detached 


from community life. It is very important for educators to continually tap on the 


richness of local communities by including learning content that is closely 


relevant to the life outside the school. 


 


Table 9 reflects the teaching approach of educators. It is apparent that about 


43,5% of educators mix the OBE approach and the non-OBE approaches while 


about 34,8% indicated that they do not use the OBE approach in their teaching at 


all. Such a picture shows that educators are not all working towards what the 


policy on teaching dictates. As stated in the literature, this picture confirms the 


fact that there is usually a gap between theory and practice. If this anomaly takes 


longer to be addressed, then the country will also get poor quality of learners who 


differ from the ones envisaged. Even the fact that collaboration among educators 


is low, as Table 11 indicates, clearly shows that educators are not implementing 


the OBE approach as required.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND  
        FUTURE RESEARCH 
 


This chapter presents the key findings of the study and makes some 


recommendations on how OBE approach could be implemented better and also 


highlights on some areas that may be the focus of future research. 


 


The advent of a democratic dispensation in South Africa necessitated the need 


for the new government to redress the social inequities created by the old 


apartheid regime while also tackling the demands for the future. Interventions 


were made in the education system to provide for a system that would promote 


and accelerate the achievement of goals for social transformation. Within this 


context, the outcomes-based education (OBE) approach was introduced to serve 


as a weapon to change how the education system worked and address the skills 


and knowledge gaps associated with the historical past while also aiming to 


produce life-long learners who are able to compete in a globally competitive 


world. The essence of these goals is captured within the broad critical and 


developmental outcomes from which the more specific learning outcomes and 


assessment standards are derived. However, there have been many challenges 


relating to the implementation of the OBE approach to teaching. Although some 


of these challenges are not new, they have either been neglected or 


inadequately dealt with. As a result, these challenges impact negatively on the 


successful implementation of OBE as a weapon for social transformation. 


 


5.1. Understanding of the OBE concept and training of educators 


The study found that there were variations in understanding the concept of 


outcomes-based education approach. The majority of educators were not fully 


conversant with the OBE approach and how it should be implemented. It appears 


this condition results from the inadequate level of educator training and the 


inadequate or little follow-up support in classroom practice. Some of the training-
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related problems which have been highlighted by the Review Committee on 


Curriculum 2005 still persist and impede successful implementation of the OBE 


approach. These problems include short duration of educator training workshops, 


under-budgeting for training, minimal and irregular support to educators, lack of 


paradigm shift by school managers and educators and the lack of an integrated 


educator development strategy. As a result, educators remain trapped in a state 


of paralysis and some of them revert back to the old content-based teaching 


approach. This situation results in a gap between policy and classroom practice 


as educators fail to implement the OBE approach effectively. 


 
5.2. Resistance to paradigm shift by educators 
Some educators indicated that they still apply the old content-based method of 


teaching while others indicated that they mix the OBE and the non-OBE 


methods. However, it appears that even those who use the OBE approach still 


rely largely on tests as a means to assess the competency of learners despite 


the variety of assessment tasks and techniques offered by the OBE approach. 


Educators dominate in the learning process and others can still introduce new 


themes even though the outcomes of the current theme have not been 


demonstrated or mastered. There is no joint planning of Learning Programmes 


and there are few or no meetings on the curriculum or Learning Areas.  


 


5.3. School conditions: overcrowding and staffing matters 
The research showed that there is shortage of school furniture, classrooms are 


overcrowded, educators are generally ageing, and learners have low levels of 


participation in the learning process. Educators showed low levels of 


collaboration in the planning of teaching activities. Furthermore, many educators 


view their working conditions as not conducive to the successful implementation 


of OBE approach. In some cases, educators were found to be overloaded with 


work. Overcrowding and/or the high learner-educator ratios imply that most 


learners are not able to get the required attention and guidance to help them 


achieve grade and phase outcomes. As a result, some learners are declared 
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incompetent and repeat certain grades whereas the OBE premises hold that no 


learner should fail as each learner progresses at his or her own pace. On the 


other hand, if learners are made to progress in spite of their perceived 


incompetence on certain learning outcomes, their future progress is likely to be 


impaired. As success breeds success, so will failure breed failure. It will, thus, be 


difficult to produce the ideal envisaged learners who are able to participate 


equally in the competitive global world. The poor working conditions in schools 


affect the ways in which educators teach. Consequently, educators’ teaching 


approaches affect the quality of learners produced by the schools. 


 


5.4. Outcomes-based education and social transformation 
It has been mentioned that the introduction of OBE was to achieve certain 


valuable goals relating to social transformation. However, there was no 


conclusive evidence to show that the OBE approach has led to social 


transformation. Although the approach is being implemented by some educators, 


it appears to be at an experimental stage and has not led to significant impact on 


social transformation. The reason appears to be that the OBE approach is not 


fully applied in schools since some educators still use the old content-based 


approach while others mix both the OBE and the non-OBE approaches.  


 


5.5. Nature and extent of educator training and support 
It has been indicated that the level of educator training and support were 


minimal. There are no well-planned and tangible training programmes in place. In 


addition, educators receive little or no support from other stakeholders outside 


the classroom. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that teachers themselves 


do not seem to support each other through joint planning of learning activities 


and conducting school-based training sessions. In short, educators still work 


individually whereas the OBE approach calls for collaborative planning and 


teaching. Whereas the SMT is doing relatively well in terms of offering support to 


educators, it seems to be mainly in respect of just moderating assessment tasks.  
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5.6. The effect of the OBE approach on learners 
Most learners indicated that they were not ready to exit the education system at 


the end of Grade 9. This could imply that they are not academically ready, while 


also implying that the OBE approach is not implemented in such a way that it 


adequately empowers the learner with life-skills and lifelong learning. This poses 


the critical question of whether the OBE approach is achieving what it set out to 


achieve, namely social transformation. This study has not found conclusive 


evidence of how the OBE approach contributes to social transformation. 


 
5.7. Recommendations 
Based on the research findings, the author recommends the following strategic 


interventions as outlined below. 


 


5.7.1. Understanding the concept of the OBE approach 
A well-coordinated and multi-faceted educator development plan is needed to 


provide for matters relating to the design of learning programmes, administration 


of assessment, managing overcrowded classes, joint planning and collaboration 


among educators and a proactive strategy aimed at changing the attitudes of 


educators. Not only financial resources must be infused to support this plan, but 


the plan must provide other stakeholders with opportunities to play meaningful 


roles in the education of the learners. The expected tangible plan would be the 


one that includes content to be presented, target groups of trainees, responsible 


trainers, timeframes and the expected levels of outcomes or key performance 


indicators.  


 


Alternative models of training which put emphasis on the practical application of 


the OBE approach need to be developed and these models must provide for 


training of longer duration. Training needs to be strengthened with an ongoing 


educator support and in-school training which are practiced on regular basis. 


Principals need to be adequately trained and consequently be directly tasked 


with the planning and coordination of training in schools. This will help them to be 
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in a better position to plan, implement, control, monitor and evaluate the learning 


processes and activities in their schools. In addition, effective mechanisms must 


be established to engage a broad number of parents in the learning of children. 


For this to succeed, clear roles must be designated so as all stakeholders work 


towards a common goal.  


  


5.7.2. Paradigm shift by educators 
As agents of change, educators need to play a more proactive and meaningful 


role in bringing about curricular changes than just to remain passive recipients of 


change. In order to lead learners properly, educators have to continually learn 


new teaching techniques, methods and strategies and strive to understand the 


curriculum in a broader context. School managers also need to make the 


appropriate paradigm shift and take decisive steps to move from previously-


agreed practices and procedures. Appraisal of educator work must be done in an 


integrated and purposeful manner rather than in the current haphazard and 


arbitrary manner. Massive and regular training for school principals would help to 


change their views and attitudes toward this approach and empower them to be 


more proactive in their intervention strategies and managerial roles.  


 


5.7.3. School conditions 
The overcrowding experienced in classrooms points to two necessary 


interventions. These are to build more classrooms of high quality features and to 


increase the number of educators in schools. More educators are needed and a 


comprehensive plan is urgently needed to address not only training and staffing 


deficiencies, but also to develop strategies to attract well-qualified educators into 


the teaching profession. This is very crucial as it has been noted that the majority 


of the educators are ageing. Since the majority of those available educators were 


not trained in outcomes-based education approach, it will take a long time for 


them to change their teaching approaches. Newly-trained educators are needed 


in large numbers. Measures must be taken to look into matters relating to 


obstacles to entering the teaching field, salaries, career pathing and other 
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benefits that would make the profession more attractive. Employee wellness 


programmes must be made widely available and accessible to all educators for 


use so as to boast the morale of educators since many describe their conditions 


as poor. 


 


Learning support materials should be adequately available to help learners use 


them for research purposes and enrich their learning in terms of expanded 


opportunities.  


 


5.7.4. Support and participation by all stakeholders 


The Department of Education should develop effective mechanisms through a 


consultative stakeholder participation to ensure that the implementation of OBE 


is more in-depth and effective. There should be a coordinated support to school 


principals and their roles need to be clearly clarified in relation to the school-


based training matters. Parents also need to be familiarized with the basic tenets 


of the OBE approach to facilitate their informed involvement. This could be done 


by appointing school-based educators or learned parents to be responsible for 


orientating the parents on how the OBE curriculum functions.  


 


All forms of educational support (e.g. academic, institutional, organizational, 


financial, etc) are needed to help in the implementation of an effective learning 


system. In a discussion document on Agenda for Social Transformation, the ANC 


in Gauteng advised that “(w)hilst curriculum innovation is a necessary condition 


for educational change, it is not a sufficient condition for improving the productive 


capacity of our learning institutions and the quality of learning”. There needs to 


be regular meaningful and active support, monitoring and review of the progress 


and process of OBE implementation.  


 


It must be re-emphasized here that the fact that there are problems and 


challenges in OBE implementation is not in itself a sufficient reason to reject its 


pedagogical imperatives. This approach promises to be critical tool to promote 
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equity, social justice, growth and development and empower learners with high 


level skills to further promote social transformation. Nevertheless, the OBE 


approach must not be seen as panacea for all our educational ills. It is 


recommended that this approach be constantly reviewed in order to identify and 


address areas that need urgent attention for better implementation and 


realization of transformation goals. 


 


5.8. Future research 
The current research raised some issues that warrant further investigation with 


regard to the challenges faced by educators in the implementation of OBE 


approach. Some of these issues are outlined below. 


 


• The lack of paradigm shift by educators: There is a need to investigate 


whether educators are receiving training of the correct form, content and 


intensity, and the measures which are needed to intensify training. To 


what extent does the educators’ understanding of the OBE approach 


impact on its successful implementation? 


• Obstacles to joint educator planning and collaboration: The study found 


that about 82,6% of educators believe that the OBE approach is not being 


successfully implemented in schools. There is a need to investigate 


reasons why educators hold this view. It is also important to look into 


whether it is appropriate to separate Grades of the same band or phase 


as is currently the case with Grade 7 in primary level while Grades 8 and 9 


are in the secondary level. To what extent is this arrangement effective to 


planning of educational instructions? 


• The level and quality of learner achievement: Are the current levels of 


learner competence and skills relevant to the prevailing or future needs of 


the job markets? In other words, to what extent are the graduates of the 


OBE approach adequately equipped with skills to enter the job markets? 


• Educator working conditions: A majority of educators indicated that their 


working conditions are not conducive for the success of OBE 
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implementation. There arises a need to look not only into salary-related 


matters, but also other environment-related working conditions, matters of 


upward mobility or promotional opportunities and total remuneration or 


benefit and incentive structures. What are the obstacles to organizing 


school-based workshops and Learning Area meetings and how can these 


obstacles be overcome? 


•  Capacity building for support structures: Parental involvement and 


support were found to be low. What are the ways in which parents can be 


accommodated to make a meaningful contribution to learning and 


teaching? There is also a need to examine the role played by the school 


moderation teams in promoting the successful implementation of the OBE 


approach. 
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APPENDICES 
 
QUESTIONNAIRES, INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUPS 


 
  APPENDIX A: Profile of School   
 


1.  School Background, Safety and Security matters 
1.1. Number of Grade 9 classrooms or classes.    ____                     


1.2. Number of learners in Grade 9 class(es).                      ____ 


1.3. Number of grade 9 educators in school.                        ____ 


1.4. Post level of the school.                                              ____                


 


 In the following cases the numbers 1 and 2 are used as codes to represent 


respectively the presence/availability (1) or the absence/non-availability (2) of 


the specified elements. The researcher ticks the appropriate number in the 


space.                 


2. Physical infrastructure and conditions of buildings 
2.1. Does the school have the following items? 


  


  


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 


 


 


Item     Comments 


a. Fencing of good quality material 1 2  


b. Security guards during the day 1 2  


c. Functional alarm system 1 2  


d. Visitors’ log book used by security guards 1 2  


e. Visitors’ log book used by the school manager 1 2  


f. Burglars in areas with valuable goods 1 2  


g. Any other form of security 1 2  


h. Cleanliness of the school vicinity 1 2  


i. Availability of toilets or pit latrines 1 2  


j. Use of student identification cards 1 2  
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2.2. Quality of school building material 


 


   1. Good     □               


   2. Satisfactory    □ 


   3. Poor     □ 


   4. No comment    □                               


 


2.3. General physical conditions of classroom buildings 


 


    1. Good     □ 


    2. Satisfactory    □ 


    3. Poor     □ 


    4. No comment    □ 


 


2.4. Accessibility or connectivity to electricity 


 


1. Yes     □  


2. No     □ 


  


 


3. Availability of Learning resources and facilities 
 
 In the following cases the numbers 1 and 2 are used as codes to represent 


the availability (1) and the non-availability (2) of the mentioned teaching-learning 


resources and facilities: 
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Resource/ Facility   Comments  


1. A working telephone 1 2         


2. Library 1 2  


3. Equipped laboratory 1 2  


4. Photocopier 1 2  


5. Computer laboratory 1 2  


6. Adequacy of furniture (chairs, tables, desks) 1 2  


7. Adequacy of textbooks 1 2  


8. Access to internet 1 2  


9. Charts, maps and pictures 1 2  


10. Up-to- date stock register  1 2  


    Totals    
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               APPENDIX B:  Interview Schedule for School Principals 
 


1. Background information 
 


1.1. Are you offering Learning Area (s) in Grade 9? 


 


   1. Yes     □  


   2. No     □ 


 


1.2. Have you ever attended a training workshop on OBE? 


   1. Yes     □  


   2. No     □ 


1.2.1. If Yes, how long was the training? ____________________________ 


1.2.2.  In what way did you find the training beneficial? 


______________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________


______________________________________________________________  


1.3. What do you understand by the OBE approach to teaching? 


_______________________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________________


_______________________________________________________________ 


 


   1.4. In your opinion, you would say the (OBE) approach is working. 


       1. Strongly agree   □ 


       2. Agree     □ 


       3. Disagree    □ 


       4. Strongly disagree   □ 


       5. Do not know    □ 
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2. Planning and Management tools  


 


2.1. Has your school developed the following planning and management 


tools? Are they up-to date, effectively controlled or administered? 


 


Documents/tools [1] 
YES 


[2] 
No 


Guide Questions 


Educator 
attendance 
register 


  How is it effectively controlled? 


Learner lesson 
Attendance 
register 


  When is it marked? Why? 


Teacher work 
plans 


  How often are they checked? Elaborate. 


HoD work plans   Is there provision for appraisal and 
educator development? Elaborate 
 


Principal work 
plan 


  How does it integrate the OBE approach? 
 


Learners’ learning 
profiles 


  How are they effectively administered? 


School policy with 
mission & vision 


  Do they have a bearing on OBE approach? 


Business plan   What strategies are put in place for 
maximum performance in learner output? 
 


Staff development 
plans and staff 
development 
programmes 


  How often are the tasks done and who is 
responsible for these tasks? 


Performance 
appraisal system 
for staff 


  Does it offer the necessary feedback for 
OBE improvement? Elaborate. 


Teacher reward 
systems/plans 


  In which way are educators encouraged at 
school level? What is the source of 
funding? 


School 
moderation teams 


  In which way are they effectively involved in 
improving implementation of the OBE 
approach? 


Code of conduct 
for learners 


  Are learners aware of it and how does it 
impact on learner behaviour? 
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Disciplinary 
procedures for 
learners 


  How and to what extent are parents 
involved in disciplinary processes? 


School conflict 
management 
programmes 


  Who is responsible for implementation? 


Staff training 
programmes 


  Who is responsible for implementation? 


Minutes on 
educators’ 
curriculum 
meetings 


  Are they up-to-date? 


 


   2.2. What is the nature of management support offered to educators in the 


implementation of OBE?   ___________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________   


         


    2.3. What form(s) of support does the school need or expect for better 


 implementation of the OBE approach?  


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


 


2.4. Does the school organize school-based training programmes on OBE?  


   1. Yes     □  


   2. No     □ 


         


2.4.1. If Yes, in which ways are the training sessions useful? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 
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2.4.2. If No, what are the constraints and limitations?  


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


 


2.5. How often are educators appraised on their teaching programmes? 


 


1. Once in a month    □       


2. Once in a quarter    □ 


3. Once in a semester   □ 


4. Once in a year    □ 


5. Never     □ 


 


2.6. Comment on the involvement of the SGB in school curriculum development. 


________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


       


2.7. How would you rate the overall performance of your school’s Grade 9 


learners in externally-set assessment tasks over the last three years? 


 


1. Very good     □ 


2. Good     □ 


3. Satisfactory    □ 


4. Poor     □ 


5. Very poor     □ 
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2.8. What evidence is there that the OBE approach is working or not working in 


your school? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


 


2.9. In its current form, to which extent does the OBE approach contribute to 


improved learner achievement and social transformation? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


   


2.10. What would you suggest to improve on the implementation of the OBE 


curriculum? 


________________________________________________________________ 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 
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    APPENDIX C: Questions for Educators 


 


1. Name of Learning Area:_____________________________________ 


 


2. Gender of Respondent: 


1. Male   □ 


2. Female   □ 


 


3. Age of respondent (Tick corresponding class in this box)            


1.  24 and less  □ 


2. 25 – 35  □ 


3. 36 – 45  □ 


4. 46 – 55  □ 


5. 56 – 65  □                                   


 


4. Indicate your experience in the profession as an educator. 


1. Less than 3 years □ 


2. 4 – 7 years  □ 


3. 8 – 11 years  □ 


4. 12 – 15 years  □ 


5. 16 – 19 years  □ 


6. 20 and more years □ 


  


5. What is your understanding of the concept of Outcomes Based Education? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


 


6. Were you trained on OBE approach to teaching? 


1. Yes      □ 


2. No (If No, skip question 6,7,8 and 9). □ 
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7. What was the content of the OBE training? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


 


8. How adequate was the training? 


1. Very adequate    □ 


2. Adequate     □ 


3. Inadequate     □ 


4. Very inadequate    □ 


 


9. Due to the training, I am sufficiently skilled on how to teach within the OBE 


framework. 


1. Strongly agree    □ 


2. Agree      □ 


3. Disagree     □ 


4. Strongly disagree    □ 


 


10.1. How does your teaching in OBE differ from the non-OBE instructional 


approach? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 
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10. 2. How would you best describe your current approach to teaching? 


1. OBE approach    □ 


2. Non-OBE approach    □ 


3. Mixed (OBE and Non-OBE) approach □ 


 


11. The school working conditions are greatly conducive to the success of OBE 


approach to teaching. 


 


1. Strongly agree   □ 


2. Agree     □ 


3. Disagree    □ 


4. Strongly disagree   □    


      5. Do not know    □ 


      


12. What is the level of collaboration among educators in respect of joint 


planning of instructional programmes? 


 


1. Very high    □ 


2. High     □ 


3. Low     □ 


4. Very low    □ 


 


13. Do you hold Learning Area (or learning phase) meetings in your school? 


1. Yes     □ 


   2. No     □ 


 


13.1. If YES, how often do you hold the meetings? It is once in a __________.  


 1.  Week     □ 


 2.  Month     □ 


 3. Quarter    □ 


 4. Year     □ 
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13.2. If NO, what are the difficulties or constraints?   


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 


 


14. Are there systems and structures at school to provide for in-service training? 


  1. Yes     □ 


  2. No     □ 


 


15. Since the introduction of the OBE curriculum our school management 


systems and practices have been adapted to align with the OBE framework.  


        1. Strongly agree   □ 


        2. Agree    □ 


        3. Disagree    □ 


        4. Strongly disagree   □ 


        5. Do not know    □ 


 


16. What is the nature or extent of the support provided by the following 


structures in efforts to implement the OBE system in the school?  


 [1] Very 


     Sufficient


[2] 


  Sufficient 


[3] Barely 


    Sufficient


[4] 


  Insufficient 


[5] Very 


  Insufficient


Parents      
School Man.  
Team (SMT) 


     


Business 
People 


     


Departmental
Officials 


     


School Gov.  
Body (SGB) 
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17.  I make sure that all my learners meet the required assessment standards 


before a new theme is introduced. 


1. Always     □ 


2. Very often    □ 


3. Sometimes    □ 


4. Seldom    □ 


5. Never     □ 


 


18. Are learning outcomes possible to assess in their present framework? 


 1. Yes     □ 


 2. No     □ 


 3. Cannot tell    □ 


 


19.  What are the difficulties that are commonly met in teaching the OBE 


curriculum? 


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________ 


 


20. The nature of the OBE learning tasks and outcomes are suitable to the 


Grade 9 learners.  


        1. Strongly agree   □ 


        2. Agree    □ 


        3. Disagree    □ 


        4. Strongly disagree   □ 


        5. Do not know    □ 
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21.  The way the OBE approach is implemented ensures effective training of 


learners to achieve the stated learning outcomes. 


        1. Strongly agree   □ 


        2. Agree    □ 


        3. Disagree    □ 


        4. Strongly disagree   □ 


        5. Do not know    □ 


  


22.  There is great evidence for the achievement of the stated Learning 


Outcomes by the learners in the OBE curriculum. 


 


        1. Strongly agree   □ 


        2. Agree    □ 


        3. Disagree    □ 


        4. Strongly disagree   □ 


        5. Do not know    □ 


 


23.  Overall, the OBE approach is being successfully applied in your school. 


     1. Yes     □  


     2. No     □ 


 


24. What recommendations would you make about how OBE implementation 


can be improved to have greater effect on social transformation? 


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________ 
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 APPENDIX D: Interview Schedule for Focus groups of Learners 


 


Instructions: This is a 45-minute open discussion session whereby everyone is 


requested to participate by giving honest contributions. Your identity will not be 


revealed to anyone, except as collective respondents to the study. Permission has 


been given to the researcher to conduct the study with you because you have been 


selected through a scientific process. No one is forced to respond to the questions, 


but we would much appreciate it if everyone could give his/her true opinions to the 


questions raised. Thank you, let us get started. As a way of setting the scene for 


discussion, the researcher informally asks each participant what his/her intended 


career is. 


 


1. What does the abbreviation OBE stand for? Each participant is given a piece 


of paper to write the answer and then each reads out his/her answer. 


 


2. What do you understand by the OBE framework? 


 


3. How is the OBE approach being applied in your curriculum? 


 


4. Do you find the OBE to be a useful approach? 


       Strongly agree    ٱ 


       Agree     ٱ 


       Disagree     ٱ 


       Strongly disagree   ٱ 


       Do not know    ٱ 


 


5. How often do you share with parents what you have learned at school? 


 


6. To what extent does the OBE curriculum help in the choice of your future 


career? Motivate your answer. 
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7. Does the OBE teaching and learning adequately equip you with lifelong 


learning skills? In which way or what is the demonstration to this effect? 


 


8. What is your assessment of the level of Grade 9 tasks? Elaborate. 


 


9.  Are there incidences of violence in your school or cases where some of 


learners bring weapons to school? If so, how are you as learners involved in 


making the school a violence-free environment for proper learning? 


 


10. What is the nature of support that you get from parents, educators and fellow 


learners in tackling the OBE learning tasks? 


 


11. What nature of support do you need to ensure success in your studies? 


 


12. What are the problems that you often experience as learners in the learning 


process? 


 


13. What would you suggest as possible solutions to the problems identified 


above? 
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kjAPPENDIX E: Interview Schedule for Focus group of Parents (SGB 
members) 
 


Instructions: This is a 45-minute open discussion session whereby everyone is 


requested to participate by giving honest contributions. Your identity will not be 


revealed to anyone, except as collective respondents to the study. Permission has 


been given to the researcher to conduct the study with you because you have been 


selected through a scientific process. No one is forced to respond to the questions, 


but we would much appreciate it if everyone could give his/her true opinions to the 


questions raised. Thank you, let us get started. 


 


1. Do you have your own child who is a learner at this school? 


   1. Yes     □  


   2. No     □ 


 


2. What is your level of education? 


1. No formal education   □    


2. Lower Primary education  □   


3. Higher Primary education  □ 


4. Junior Secondary education □ 


5. Senior Secondary education □  


6. Post-matric education  □ 


 


3. Do you have an idea about your child’s intended career choice? 


   1. Yes     □  


   2. No     □ 


 


4. What is your understanding of the outcomes-based approach to teaching? 


 


5. Does the school create mechanisms or structures to allow parents to make 


inputs into the delivery of the curriculum? 
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6. What measures/efforts do you take/make to ensure active involvement of 


parents in the learners’ education process? 


 


7. In which way do you provide support to the school in the OBE learning 


process? 


 


8. To what extent are parents involved in drawing school policies, code of 


conduct and curriculum development? 


 


9. How do parents monitor the performance of their school children? 


 


10. The OBE approach to teaching is beneficial to the learners. 


        1. Strongly agree   □ 


        2. Agree    □ 


        3. Disagree    □ 


        4. Strongly disagree   □ 


        5. Do not know    □ 


 


11. What are the problems or challenges that you experience relating to the OBE 


implementation? 


 


12. What would you suggest to deal with the problems/challenges identified 


above? 


 
 







